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ABSTRACT 
 
Syarifah, Annisa Lina. 2017. Phonological Interference in the Spoken English 
Performed by Japanese Speaker in Teaching Process of Mind Your Language 
Video. Thesis. English Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training 
Faculty. 
 
Advisors : Kurniawan, S.S., M.Hum 
Key words : Interference, Phonology, Japanese language 
 
The objectives of this research are (1) to describe kind of phonological 
interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese speaker in teaching process 
of Mind Your Language Video. And (2) to describe phonological factors which result 
on phonological interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese speaker in 
learning process of Mind Your Language Video. 
This study is descriptive qualitative. The main research instrument is 
researcher herself. The subject of this study is Taro Nagazumi who is a Japanese 
speaker in the Mind Your Language Video. The data were collected from a video 
titled Mind Your Language with the duration about 2 hours includes five episodes, 
the duration each episode is about 25 minutes. Techniques of analyzing data are (1) 
Watching the Mind Your Language video and focused on Japanese speaker who 
spoke English. (2) Collecting the data, the researcher transcribed what the Japanese 
speaker spoken in the video, identify the mispronunciation of words are spoken by 
Japanese speaker, changed the word into phonetic symbol, looked for the difference 
of pronunciation using Oxford dictionary. (3) Identifying the distinction phonetic 
depends on the kinds of phonological interference by Uriel Weinrich. (4) Reducing 
the data which has been selected based on kinds of phonological interference by Uriel 
Weinrich. The researcher uses content analysis which focuses on analyzing kinds of 
phonological interference and the factors of phonological interference in Mind Your 
Language video with Uriel Weinrich Theory. 
This research finds 4 kinds of phonological interference by Japanese speaker 
who spoken English in Mind Your Language video. Those are, (1) Under-
differentiation of phonemes occurs when there is different phonetic system results 
error production; Japanese speaker confused to distinguish of sounds [l] and [r]. 2) 
Over-differentiation of phonemes occurs when there is presence of distinction (only) 
in primary language; Japanese speaker added [o] sound in some English words. (3) 
Reinterpretation of distinction occurs when there are different phonetic system and 
different interpretation on stressing some secondary words with then results on error 
pronunciation. (4) Actual phone substitution occurs when absence of corresponding 
distinctions in primary languages consisting of several sound including [ɒ], [ӕ], [ʌ], 
[ɵ], [əʊ], [ð], [ə], [ᴐ:], [ʊ], [ɪ] and [ɜ:]. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Nowadays YouTube becomes popular, many people use this social 
media to look for a video, video clip, tutorial video, comedy video and 
many more. One of the advantages from YouTube is finding new 
knowledge. Fleck (2014: 22) states although much of the content on 
YouTube is for entertainment purpose, there exists an enormity of 
educational content. Fleck gave example about educational content, 
YouTube EDU was created in 2009, it uses for an educational hub for 
lectures, courses, and is used by professionals and non-professionals in a 
variety of fields. It means to have new knowledge; we should not depend on 
education only that we got from school, but we should explore more 
knowledge around us also, example we use social media, some you tubers 
uploaded an education video that would help viewers to get new point of 
view. YouTube is not only popular in Indonesia, but also almost all country 
in this world. So, it may allow viewer to find a video that use many different 
languages. 
Language is used to make a communication in society. When human 
want to deliver a message, they need something that should be understood 
each other. Rice-Johnston (2008) states Language is the process or set of 
processes used to ensure there is agreement between the sender and receiver 
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for meanings assigned to the symbols and the schema for combining them 
used for each communication. There are so many languages in this world; 
Indonesia Language, Arabic, French, Dutch, Japanese, English and many 
more. Not all people understand with those languages, because each country 
has different mother tongue. But there are some reasons which some of 
them want to learn another language (second language). Bilingualism are 
forced people to understanding two in their environment. Shin (2013: 4) 
states “…bilingualism is the view that a bilingual is completely fluent in 
two languages”. 
English is an international language; it means that English is 
important to be learned people in the world. Crystal (2003: 5) says English 
is now the language most widely taught as a foreign language – in over 100 
countries-, and in most of these countries it is emerging as the chief foreign 
language to be encountered in school, often displacing another language in 
the process. And some countries are using English language as their second 
language (L2). Because sometimes the first language (L1) is different with 
the second language (L2), it makes some people should learn English as 
their second language. Yule (2006: 163) gives an example; Japanese 
students who learn English class in Japan are learning English as a foreign 
language (EFL), and if those same students were in an English class in the 
USA, they would be learning English as a second language (ESL). So, 
second language learning is a situation when people try to learn another 
language. 
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Generally, mother tongue (first language) have different pattern with 
the second language, it would make some misunderstanding on 
pronunciation or the speaker of first language will do some error 
pronunciation. It is the reason why the first language affects the use of 
second language. It may be called as language interference. Weinreich 
(1979:1) states language interference itself is defined as situation when the 
person (bilingual) uses norm or rule from their first languages involved to 
their second language as a result on the language contact on both languages. 
Weinreich (1979: 2) states that there are three kinds of language 
interference, they include phonological, grammatical, and lexical. Lekova 
(2016: 321-322) defines that phonetic interference affects the improper 
pronunciation of phonetic sounds in the second language caused by the 
existence of different phonetic structures from the point of view of the 
mother tongue or the first foreign language. Typical examples of lexical 
interference are: the wrong use of words, narrowing or expansion of the 
word meaning, formation of non-existing lexical items using foreign 
suffixes. Grammatical interference concerns changes in the structure and the 
structural elements in the foreign language. 
However, this study will focus on the term of phonological 
interference which there is a misappropriate pronunciation because of first 
language is influence second language. Phonology interference becomes 
important to be learned due to this kind of interference dealing with 
speaking skill. Speaking skill is one of skills that more noticeable in 
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learning English. Fluently in speaking English is useful for communication 
with foreign language. Because good speaking will make the listeners 
understand what we said to them. 
Having good pronunciation in English sounds is not easy. The main 
reason is not all the English sounds are existed in other languages; this 
condition may result on error production. For example Japanese may 
pronounce the word short as / ʃɔ:rt / not /syɔrt/. To this case, phonological 
interference could be occurred when there is different phonological rule on 
both languages. When speaking English, Japanese learners commonly 
replace /θ/ and /ð/ with either alveolar fricatives /s/ and /z/ or post-alveolar 
fricatives /ʃ/ and /dʒ/; therefore they tend to use similar sounds in their 
language system which often they use to replace those sounds. 
The subject of this study is a Japanese person who learns English in 
Mind Your Language Video. The object of this research is a video that tells 
about a teacher who teach English for foreign. In the video, there is an 
activity between teacher and students which are the teacher always give a 
correction to the students when the students did some mispronunciation of 
English word. As a teacher, we should give the right way how to learn 
English to student, for example; in the speaking skill, students should have 
good pronunciation then students could deliver the message to other with 
the correct pronunciation. The researcher chooses this video because 
Japanese who learn English does some mispronunciation that could be 
analyzed. 
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Between Japanese language and English have some differences 
pronunciation, for example; when say “white” Japanese people will 
pronouns as /howaito/, actually the right pronouns of white is /hwait/. It will 
make misunderstanding when there is a mispronunciation in some word of 
English.  Bada (2001: 3) suggests " ...sound wise, Japanese provides 
relatively a greater ease for the English speaker learning Japanese than the 
English system would to Japanese speakers." It means when Japanese wants 
to learn English has some difficulties, because there is some different 
system in phoneme. 
However, this research will be limited to Japanese speaker who is 
learning English. This is as effort to conduct further research by Erdogan 
Baga who has been studied Native Language Influence on the Production of 
English Sound by Japanese Learners, moreover, to answer the researcher’s 
question whether any phonological interference on Japanese speaking ability 
by Taro Nagazumi as a Japanese speaker. The result is that there is 
difference between phonemes in Japanese language and English; there are 5 
vowels and 14 consonants in English but 10 vowels and 17 consonants. This 
study has revealed that there is kind of different phonological system on 
Japanese and English, this then raise an issue if there is an existence of 
phonological interference on Japanese speaker in speaking English. 
For the reasons mentioned before, here the writer is eager to 
investigate whether there is phonological interference on Japanese’s 
speaking ability by conducting the study entitled “PHONOLOGICAL 
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INTERFERENCE IN THE SPOKEN ENGLISH PERFORMED BY 
JAPANESE SPEAKER IN TEACHING PROCESS OF MIND YOUR 
LANGUAGE VIDEO”. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background of research above, the problems that can be 
identified are: 
1. Mastering English pronunciation is difficult for non-native 
pronunciation. 
2. Non-native speaker does some mispronunciation when pronounce 
English words. 
3. Non-native speaker uses the rule of first language to deliver some 
English word (second language). 
 
C. Limitation of the Problem 
The limitation of the study entitled “Phonological Interference in the 
Spoken English Performed by Japanese Speaker in Teaching Process of 
Mind Your Language Video” is describing kind of phonological 
interference on Japanese first language on acquiring English as second 
language and factors causing phonological interference on second language. 
The study will use Weinrich theory on type of phonological 
interference. Therefore, the writer will categorize the kind of phonological 
interference by referring to the theory. Additionally, this study will limit to 
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analyze the factors causing phonological interference only on structural 
perspective, another factor such inter-language will be not mentioned. 
Furthermore, this study conducts the research on Japanese first language of 
Mind Your Language Video who acquires English as second language. 
 
D. The Problem Formulation 
Based on the background above, the research problem is formulated 
as follow: 
1. What kind of phonological interference in the spoken English 
performed by Japanese speaker in teaching process of Mind Your 
Language Video? 
2.  What are the phonological factors which result on phonological 
interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese speaker in 
teaching process of Mind Your Language Video? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
Based on the problems above, this study is intended: 
1. To describe kind of phonological interference in the spoken English 
performed by Japanese speaker in teaching process of Mind Your 
Language Video. 
2. To describe phonological factors which result on phonological 
interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese speaker in 
learning process of Mind Your Language Video. 
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F. The Benefit of the Study 
The result of this study is able to give contribution for students and 
teachers. The result regarding on phonological interference on students’ 
speaking ability is able to be useful for students to know the importance of 
understanding their kind of phonological interference and factor, therefore, 
they can improve their speaking ability by omitting their habitual attitude in 
producing English word during the time and easier to understand native 
speaker’s speaking because they can interpret their speaking appropriate to 
correct pronunciation.  
Moreover, the result of this study is able to be useful for teacher to 
as information know the common error production because of the presence 
phonological interference; therefore, they may add this knowledge to 
speaking class or phonology class. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
To avoid misinterpretation, the terms of this study are defined as follows: 
1. Teaching 
Brown (2000: 7) teaching is showing or helping to learn how to 
do something, giving instruction, guiding the study of something, 
providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand. It means 
teaching is an activity where someone (teacher) helping, giving and 
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guiding to students in studying then the result of teaching is the students 
understand that knowledge. 
 
2. Phonology 
Hyman (1975: 2) said that phonology has been defined as the 
study of sound systems, that is, the study of how speech sounds 
structure and function in language. Some speech sounds can be used in 
a language to distinguish words of different meanings, whereas other 
sounds cannot. 
 
3. Phonological Interference 
Deepa, et all defined as involvement of L1 (Japanese) 
phonological systems in acquiring L2 (English). In this study, 
phonological interference is Japanese learner’s mispronunciation of 
English word because they use L1 phonological system on acquiring L2 
which is different. 
4. Phonological Factor 
Weinrich stated when the sounds are viewed as a part of 
phonological system, certain additional factors emerge which favor or 
inhibit faulty sound reproduction. In this study, phonological factor 
means that different structural phonological system of Japanese 
language which may result mispronunciation of several English sounds. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Teaching English as a Foreign Language 
In terms of globalization it is necessary to learn foreign languages. 
English as an international language is important to be learned by foreign. 
Some reason the foreign would learn English are they need English because 
they think English important to international communication, travel, study 
aboard and other reasons. Harmer (2007: 11) explains many people learn 
English because they think it would be useful in some way for international 
communication and travel. The purposes students have for learning would 
have an effect on what it is they want and need to learn and as a result 
would influence what they are taught. Students living in a target-language 
community would need to use English to achieve their immediate practical 
and social needs. 
Teaching English as a foreign language refers to teaching the 
English language to students with different first languages. It can occur 
either within the state school system or more privately, at a language school 
or with a tutor. Teaching English as a foreign language can also take place 
in an English-speaking country for people who have immigrated there 
(either temporarily for school or work, or permanently). 
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According to Fauziati (2009: 3) goals for learning a foreign language 
have been different in different periods and in different places. In particular 
eras, foreign languages were mainly taught for the purpose of understanding 
text (reading comprehension). In others, it was taught mainly to people who 
needed to use if for oral communication. 
Dr. Indira explains about three the important things for teacher to 
teach English as foreign language. (1) Speak as much English as you can to 
the children in class, because the more they hear English being spoken, the 
more they would learn and pick up. (2) Focus on getting children to speak, 
because concentrate initially on common phrases and help the children to 
recognize. And the last, (3) use a lot of gestures and signs to help children 
understand your meaning when begin to speak English. 
 
2. Phonology 
When people want to communicate to others, people should use a 
language to deliver a message, where the important thing in communication 
is the sound of language‟s pronunciation. It means people who want to 
deliver a message to opponent talk must have a good pronounce then the 
opponent talk will understand what the meaning. Phonology is one of the 
branch in linguistic which is focusing on how to pronounce a language. 
Also, phonology discuss about a history of language, how a language can 
appear and disappear. 
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Cohn (2007: 10) states that phonology is the cognitive organization 
of sounds as they constitute the building blocks of meaning units in 
language. Hamann and Schmitz (2005: 3) explain phonology is concerned 
with how sounds function in relation to each other in language. It means the 
phonology also organize the relation of sounds function between a language 
to other language. 
Hyman (1975: 2) said that phonology has been defined as the study 
of sound systems, that is, the study of how speech sounds structure and 
function in language. Some speech sounds can be used in a language to 
distinguish words of different meanings, whereas other sounds cannot. It 
means phonology is a study as a regulation on the speech sounds structure 
and function of language that some speech sounds are used to differentiate a 
meaning of word in language. 
From the definition above, we can conclude that phonology is a 
study of cognitive organization of sound systems, how sounds structure, 
how function of meaning units in language and how to pronounce a word in 
a language. 
 
3. Bilingualism 
There are some languages in this world, for instance; Indonesia 
Language, Javanese, Japanese, France, Spanish, English and many more. 
Language becomes very important in human‟s life, as its function as an 
instrument to communicate with others in daily life.  Nowadays, in this era 
14 
 
an individual uses more than one language in their life. For example; as a 
Spain, he uses Spanish to communicate in his daily activity because Spanish 
as his mother tongue. Then he studies aboard to England that makes he 
should use English as his second language. The condition where people use 
two languages in an utterance can be called as bilingualism. 
Weinreich (1968: 1) said the practice of alternately using two 
languages will be called bilingualism and the persons involved, bilingual. 
According to Haugen (cited in Romaine, 1995: 11) observed that 
bilingualism begins when the speaker of one language can produce complete 
meaningful utterance in the other language. 
There are some factors why someone can be called a bilingual. 
Those factors are nationalism, mobilization, culture, education or religion. 
Nationalism movement appears a necessity of a national language to unite a 
whole nation or a necessity to have a legal language of a country like 
Indonesia. Mobilization means a condition when immigrants have to 
interact or communicate with the native; it will make them to learn the 
native language first. Culture and education mean a bilingualism situation if 
those languages and cultures spread to other places, so they have to learn 
about it, if they want to understand the language. Religion is usually written 
in a language, Arabic in Islam or Latin in Christian. So we have to learn the 
language if we want to understand the content of it. 
Besides that, Nababan (cited in Asadiyah, 2016: 22) stated there are 
two kinds of bilingualism namely individual bilingualism and societal 
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bilingualism. Societal bilingualism is when all of the community members 
know two languages and use those languages in daily activities and social 
interactions while individual bilingualism is when there are two languages 
but each person only knows one language. 
In bilingual condition, usually speakers have an ability to use two 
languages in their communication, the first language is as their mother 
tongue and the other language is as their second language. 
 
4. Language Interference 
Before knowing the description of language interference, the 
researcher will explain language transfer. Yule (2006:167) describes transfer 
means using sounds, expressions or structures from the L1 when performing 
in the L2. Odlin (1989: 27) defines transfer is the influence resulting from 
the similarities and differences between the target language and any other 
language that has been previously (and perhaps imperfectly) acquired. 
Yule (2006: 167) explains that there two kinds of transfers include 
positive transfer and negative transfer. Positive transfer is if the L1 (first 
language) and L2 (second language) have similar features, then the learner 
may be able get the benefit knowledge of L1 to L2. Meanwhile, negative 
transfer is transferring an L1 (first language) feature that is really different 
from the L2 (second language), it may make the L2 expression difficult to 
understand. Sometimes negative transfer is called interference. 
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Interference occurs when the first language affects the learning of 
the second language. Sukhumavadee Khamhiran (cited in Eiampailin, 2004) 
says interference happens when a bilingual person cannot speak both 
languages equally well and/or there is a degree of cultural interference 
involved.  
Weinreich (1968: 1) said that the deviation from the norm of either 
language which occurs in the speech of bilingual as a result of their 
familiarity with more than one language, i.e. as a result of language contact, 
will be referred to as interference phenomena. In line, Beardsmore (1982: 
63) explained the determination of the nature and occurrence of interference 
is clearly due to the structure of the languages in contact which affects the 
resistance and encouragement of transfer. 
Archvadze (2005) states that language interference can be 
understood as a process when one language has an impact on another 
language and when individual is experiencing language transfer. 
According to Deepa (2009: 12) says language interference is the 
alternative use by bilinguals of two or more languages in the same 
conversation. Language interference is a linguistic practice constrained by 
grammatical principles and shaped by environmental, social and personal 
influences including age, length of time in a country, educational 
background and social networks. 
17 
 
We can conclude that language interference is used by bilingual who 
have an impact between two languages or more that constrained by 
grammatical principles and shaped by environment, social and personal. 
There are three kinds of language transfer include grammatical, 
lexical and phonological. In this study will be focused on the analysis of 
phonological interference made by Japanese speaker to English in Mind 
Your Language‟s video. 
 
5. Phonology Interference 
According to Weinreich, there are three kinds of interference in 
language include grammatical, phonological and lexical. Lekova (2010: 
321) says that phonetic interference affects the improper pronunciation of 
phonetic sounds in the second language caused by the existence of different 
phonetic structures from the point of view of the mother tongue or the first 
foreign language. It means because of the differences of mother tongue, the 
speaker makes a mispronunciation some words in delivering the second 
language. The example, the word of cake in English pronounced /keIk/, but 
Japanese pronounced /keIk/ become /keeki/. This phenomenon of 
phonological interference sometimes makes a negative impact on the 
occurrence of phonological error than in producing misappropriate 
mispronunciation in English word. 
Furthermore, Weinreich mentioned that there are four kinds of 
phonological interference on his book titled Language in Contact include 
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under-differentiation of phonemes, over-differentiation of phonemes, 
reinterpretation of distinctions and actual phone substitution. Weinreich 
(1979: 18-19) explained the description of those each type as follow; 
a. Under-differentiation of Phonemes 
Under-differentiation of phonemes occurs when two sounds of 
the secondary system whose counterparts are not distinguished in the 
primary system are confused. It means that there are two sounds in the 
second language which is counterparts, but in the first language there is 
a no difference so it makes confused the speaker. Weinrich gave an 
example; between the romansh speaker and Schwyzertutsch speaker‟s 
in his research. The Romansh speaker‟s confusion of /y/ and /i/, or the 
Schwyzertutsch speaker‟s confusion of /i/ and /I/. 
 
b. Over-differentiation of Phonemes 
Over-differentiation of phonemes involves the imposition of 
phonemic distinctions from the primary system on the sounds of the 
secondary system, where they are not required. It means that there are 
several sounds in the first language which are transferred to produce into 
the second language. For instance, in the contact of Romansh and 
Schwyzertutsch, in the interpretation of /'lada/ “wide”pronounced as 
/'la﮲da/ by Schwyzertutsch. 
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c. Reinterpretation of Distinctions 
Reinterpretation of distinctions occurs when bilingual distinguishes 
phonemes of the secondary system by features which in that system are 
merely concomitant or redundant, but which are relevant in his primary 
system. It means that sometimes the speaker in the first language 
mispronounce several geminate words of second language because they 
have different to interpretation the pronunciation those sounds due to 
their system are different also. The example: the Romans word /ˈmɛssa/ 
„mass‟, can be interpreted almost as Schwyzertutsch /ˈmesɑ/, where –ss- 
does not occur. 
 
d. Actual Phone Substitution 
Actual phone substitution applies to phonemes that are 
identically defined in two languages but whose normal pronunciation 
differs. It means that the phonological interference can occur when 
phonemes between first language and second language are identically 
but the pronunciations of those sounds are different. The example: 
Romans /ɛ/ and Schwyzertutsch /æ/ are both as front vowels of 
maximum openness; however Schwyzertutsch phoneme is pronounced 
more open. 
 
From the explanation above, the occurrences of phonology 
interference because of differentiate in phonetic structure between second 
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language and first language. The kinds of phonology interference are under-
differentiation of phonemes, over-differentiation of phonemes, 
reinterpretation of distinctions and actual phone substitution. 
 
6. Factor Causing Phonological Interference 
According to Weinreich (1979: 64) explained factor causing 
phonological interference include absence of corresponding distinctions in 
primary language, presence of distinction (only) in primary language, 
different phonetics system and different pronunciation of equivalent 
phonemes. 
a. Absence of corresponding distinctions in primary languages 
This factor means the condition where there is no distinction of 
identical sounds in primary language (first language) but there is a 
distinction of identical sounds in the target language (second language). 
Phonological interference can occur because of those distinction due to 
the speaker of first language is not recognize those several distinction 
sounds; moreover they may replace those sounds with similar sounds 
which are found in the first language system.  
 
b. Presence of distinction (only) in primary language 
Presence of distinction (only) in primary language is opposite 
from the first point. This factor has a distinction of identical sounds in 
primary language (first language) but in the target language (second 
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language) system has not recognize the distinction sounds. It can make 
the speakers may transfer the language system in their primary to 
produce several sounds of target language (second language).  
 
c. Different phonemic systems 
This factor means there is different phonological system 
between primary language (first language) and target language (second 
language) on producing sounds. Those different are including different 
place of articulation (where the place for producing sounds), different 
manner of articulation (how to produce sounds), or even different 
number of consonant and vowel and etc. It could occur phonological 
interference on those languages.  
 
d. Different pronunciation of equivalent phonemes 
This factor means that the condition where there are identical 
sounds between primary language (first language) and target language 
(second language) that have different pronunciation, it can make a 
phonological interference on those languages. 
 
From the explanation above, the absence of corresponding 
distinctions in primary language means the condition when there is no 
distinction of identical sound in the first language but in the target language 
does. Presence of distinction (only) in primary school means there is a 
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distinction of identical sounds in the first language but in the second 
language doesn‟t. Different phonetic systems means there is a distinction 
between first and second language. And different pronunciation of 
equivalent phonemes means there is an identical sound in both language but 
different pronunciation. 
 
7. Phonological System in English and Japanese 
This study is related with the phenomena of language interference in 
spoken, so the phonological system between English and Japanese will be 
described here. It will be useful to analyze the common mistake made by 
Japanese learner seen by feature of both phonological systems. 
a. Vowel Sounds 
 
Figure 2.1 The English vowel sounds from Ladefoged (cited in Barbee, 4) 
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Figure 2.2 The Japanese vowel sounds from Maddieson (cited in Barbee, 4) 
 
 
Figure 2.3 The Indonesia vowel sounds by Soenjono Dardjowidjojo 
 
According to Ohata (cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 285) says that the 
major significant differences between the two vowel systems of Japanese 
and English are the number of vowels and the tense / lax distinction. From 
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those tables, there are differences between Japanese and English vowels. 
Kavanagh (2007: 286) says that there are four front vowels in English whilst 
in Japanese there are only two. There are also five back vowels in English 
whilst in Japanese there are only two. In addition to these differences the 
English vowels /Ʌ/ /ə/ do not exist in Japanese. It means when Japanese 
speak English, it would make Japanese to substitution the phonemes of 
English that do not exist in the Japanese‟s system. 
Ohata (cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 286) states that the distinction 
between the tense and lax vowel sounds reveal significant differences 
between the two languages. Tsujimura (cited in Lesley, 2014: 19) offered a 
succinct summary of the five Japanese vowels, listing them as “high front, 
high back, mid front, mid back and low central”. The high front vowel /i/ is 
similar to its English equivalent, although there is reduced lip spreading in 
Japanese. The mid front /e/ is somewhat higher than in English, while the 
low central vowel /a/ sits at approximately the same height, if a little further 
front. The Japanese mid back /o/ is near to the open-mid back rounded 
vowel /ɔ/, except it is higher and more front. Lastly and perhaps most 
strikingly, is the high back vowel, which is typically seen as being 
unrounded and transcribed as /ɯ/, unlike its rounded English counterpart 
/u/. 
Thompson (cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 284-285) suggests that the 
Japanese syllable structure is generally accessible, consonant clusters are not 
commonplace and the syllabic order in Japanese is generally consonant plus 
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vowel, or vowel alone. Japanese vowels can be short or long and can be 
located in the initial, the medial and final part of words. 
On the Bada‟s research (2001: 4), he explains Japanese speakers may 
tend to shorten English long vowels which do not exist in their native 
language phonological system. They may also change some of the 
phonemes such as /ae/ replace with either /e/, /e:/ or /a/; /ʌ/ with a rather 
open /a/; and /ɒ/ and /ɔ:/ with /o/ or /o:/, these sounds being the closest 
counterparts of the vowels in Japanese. 
 
b. Consonant Sounds 
 
Figure 2.4 The Japanese Consonant from Maddieson (cited in Barbee, 4) 
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Figure 2.5 The English Consonant from Ladefoged (cited in Barbee, 4) 
 
 
Figure 2.6 The Indonesia Consonant by Soenjono Dardjowidjojo 
 
Bada (2001: 5) says that for Japanese learners of English the 
consonants may provide the biggest difficulty, as their various sounds, their 
placement within words and articulation are diverse. “…distinct place and 
manners of articulation of sounds is another phenomenon to have a certain 
impact on learners‟ language performance”. 
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From those tables, those tables explain that there are differences 
between Japanese and English consonants. Japanese has 14 consonants and 
English has 21 consonants. The places of articulation in Japanese are 
bilabial, alveolar, alveopalatal, velar and glottal. Bilabial includes /p/ - 
voiceless, /b/ - voice, /ɵ/ - voiceless and /m/ - nasal. Alveolar includes /t/ - 
voiceless, /d/ - voiced, /s/ - voiceless, /z/ - voiced, /n/ - nasal, and /r/ liquids 
approximate. Alveopalatal includes /Ϲ/ - voiceless. Velar includes /k/ - 
voiceless and /g/ - voiced. Glottal includes /h/ - voiceless. 
According to Kavanagh (2007: 289) says English has nine phonemes, 
while Japanese has only five. This fact can be a major source of problems 
for Japanese students of English. The phoneme /v/ is arguably a problematic 
area for Japanese learners of English as it does not exist in their language. 
Consequently Japanese lack the ability to distinguish the bilabial /b/ and the 
labio-dental /v/. 
Also, the voiceless bilabial fricative English /f/ is a sound that does 
not exist in Japanese. But Japanese has the /h/ phoneme with /h/, /ç/ and /Φ/ 
allophones; the /Φ/ allophone is the closest sound to English /f/, pronounced 
with the lower lip not touching the top teeth. Based on this comparison, it 
makes the English /f/ is not an easy sound for Japanese speakers. 
Attempts to articulate this sound may end with a slightly velarized /h/. 
The English nasal velar /ŋ/, however, has a counterpart in Japanese: the 
syllabic nasal -n /ŋ/. This should enable learners to produce this sound in 
English without much difficulty. The lateral /l/ in English, another missing 
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sound in the Japanese sound system, may cause some articulation difficulty. 
Learners will probably tend to replace this sound with its nearest 
counterpart, the alveolar flap /r/. 
 
8. Japanese Language 
Japanese is a national language in an East Asian which spoken by 
about 125 million speakers. Kavanagh (2017: 284) suggests there are five 
vowels and seventeen consonant phonemes in Japanese compared with the 
English language total of twenty vowels and twenty four consonants would 
perhaps contribute to this and contrastive advocate‟s word suggest that such 
differences would lead to greater negative transfer to target language. Okada 
(cited in Lesley, 2014: 18) explains that standard Japanese employs fewer 
consonants, only five basic vowel phonemes and no diphthongs. Kitao 
(cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 287) states that standard Japanese has no 
diphthongs as phonologically, two different vowels in a row are not 
considered a diphthong. From those explanations of the experts, Japanese 
has different phonemes with English. Japanese only has five vowels but 
English has twenty vowels. Then, Japanese only has seventeen consonants 
but English has twenty four consonants. Also, Japanese has no diphthong in 
their system. 
Bada (2001: 5) “…sound wise, Japanese provides relatively a greater 
ease for the English speaker learning Japanese that the English system 
would to Japanese speakers. After the writer read some source, the writer 
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can conclude that the reason why Japanese easier than English due to 
Japanese only has two tenses, but English has more than two tenses, twelve 
tenses.  In English, noun divides into single and plural, but Japanese is not 
use that rule. 
Thompson (cited in Bada, 2001: 3) suggests that the Japanese 
syllable structure is very simple and that consonantal clusters rarely exist. 
Thus, the syllabic order in Japanese is generally consonant + vowel, or 
vowel alone. Thompson maintains that the five vowels in Japanese may 
distinctively be short or long. The five vowels that form the basic Japanese 
vowel system are /a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, and /o/. Meanwhile, the consonant of 
Japanese are /p/, /t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/, /Ө/, /Ҫ/, /h/, /z/, /m/, /n/, and /r/. 
According to Bada (2001: 10) in his research, he gave Japanese 
vowels and consonant, and the corresponding counterparts in English in a 
tabular form. The mark of „‟ in the table means the existence of the sound 
in question in the phonological system of the related language. 
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9. Mind Your Language’s Video 
Mind You Language‟s video focuses on the story of Jeremy Brown, 
the somewhat unfortunate teacher selected to teach English as a Foreign 
Language to a mishmash of foreign students living in London. The show 
draws its humor from the student's comical misunderstandings of the 
English language, which refer in great part to the cultural stereotypes of 
each student's nation. Social backgrounds of students from the school came 
from China, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, 
Pakistan Spain and Sweden. They represented all walks of life and social 
backgrounds, from embassy employees to bartenders and au pairs. Notable 
actors playing the roles of the students include Francoise Pascal who starred 
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in There's A Girl In My Soup with Peter Sellers. In addition, Robert Lee, 
who played Japanese Taro Nagazumi, has since been a frequent figure in 
numerous British and American TV series. 
 
B. Previous Related Study 
On this subtitle, the writer will describe some related previous study 
as references for conducting this study. First of all, the study by Reni Siti 
Yanuar (Diponegoro University, 2013) entitled “Korean Phonological 
Interference in Indonesian Language as Second Language”. The purpose of 
this study is to know the weak points of Korean who speak use Indonesia 
language as second language. The writer concluded two results; first, some 
voiced and voiced less consonants in Indonesia language have different 
phonemes. Second, Korean will add to (ə)‟s sound in some words that end 
with [s] sound. 
Based on the research above, the researcher thinks that this study is 
different with the previous one. On the result, she concluded that there are 
two phonological interferences that should be considered by Korean who 
wants to learn Indonesia language. However, these studies emphasize the 
kinds of phonological interference and phonological factors. The subject of 
the study is also different. The subject of this study is Japanese who learns 
English in Mind Your Language‟s Video. 
The second relevant previous study is in the thesis has been 
conducted by Siska Hidayatin Nikmah (UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya, 2016) 
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entitled “Phonological Interference in the Spoken English Performed by 
Javanese Speaker of Fourth Semester Students of English Teacher 
Education Department at UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya”. On the research, 
she concluded that there are four occurrences of phonological interference in 
Javanese speakers who spoken English includes interference include under – 
differentiation of phonemes occur when there are different phonemic system 
and absence of corresponding distinction in primary language results errors 
production consisting of several sounds including /ӕ/, /ʤ/, /ɵ/, /ʒ/, /ð/, /ʧ/, 
and /ɒ/. Over-differentiation of phonemes occurs when there are different 
phonemic system and presence of distinction (only) on primary system 
results errors production consisting of several sounds /k/, /d/, and /t/ 
replaced by the primary sounds /Ɂ/, /ɖ/ and /ʈ/. Reinterpretation of 
distinction occurs when there are different phonemic systems and different 
interpretation done by primary speaker on stressing some secondary words 
which the results on errors production. Actual phone substitution occurs 
when there are different phonemic system and different pronunciation of 
equivalent phonemes result on errors production consisting sounds /ɳ/ and 
/z/. 
From the second previous study, the difference is the object 
researcher. The object of the previous study is the Javanese students of 
fourth semester in UIN Sunan Ampel. But the object of this study is Taro, 
he is a Japanese who learn English in Mind Your Language‟s Video,   
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The third previous study, the researcher took from the journal of 
Aomori Health University Large Magazine published on December 2007 
Volume 8 Number 2 composed by Barry Kavanagh entitled “The Phonemes 
of Japanese and English: A Contrastive Analysis Study”. This study focused 
on contrastive analysis that examines the phonetic inventories of the 
languages of Japanese and English. Also, this study gave a description of 
the phonemes between English and Japanese language especially how the 
contractive analysis may bring benefits or otherwise within the EFL 
classroom. 
Based on the journal above, the researcher thinks that this study is 
different with the previous one. The previous journal used contractive 
analysis, and this study uses qualitative analysis. 
Jamie Lesley “A Phonological and Prosodic Analysis of English 
Pronunciation by Japanese Learners”. This study focused on considers the 
pronunciation of Japanese learners of English. Through contrastive analysis 
on the pedagogical implications focus on three interrelated areas: prosodic 
skills development, awareness-raising of L1 and L2 differences and 
accommodation strategies to support and enhance intelligibility. 
Based on the journal above, the researcher thinks that this study is 
different with the previous one. The previous journal used prosodic analysis 
and this study uses qualitative analysis. 
Erdogan Bada “Native Language Influence on the Production of 
English Sounds by Japanese Learners”. The purpose of this study is to 
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observe the circumstances under which this influence is positive or negative 
in the area phonology. The result of this study that there is the difficulty in 
phonological system, it makes some difficulty on producing sounds 
influenced by first language. 
Based on the journal, the similarity with this study is describing 
about the phonological analysis of Japanese who learn English. The 
differently with this study is the object, the participants of the journal is 18 
participants and this study use a video where a Japanese who learn English. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This research is descriptive qualitative research. According to Moleong 
(2002: 6), the data of qualitative method are collected in the form of 
words, picture, and non-numerical oriented. This research is designed to 
obtain much more information concerning with the current phenomenon 
and it exists at the time of the study. Research design has an important role 
as the relevance of the truth from research depends on the precise way to 
write a technique used in a research. 
Bodgan (cited in Henjum, 1993: 212) stated that the characteristics 
of qualitative research are qualitative research has the natural setting as the 
direct source of data and the researcher is the key instrument; qualitative 
research is descriptive; qualitative researchers are concerned with process 
rather than simply with outcomes or products. 
In line with the statement, according to Bodgan and Taylor (cited in 
Moleong, 2002: 3) define qualitative methodology as a research procedure 
that produces descriptive data in the form of words written or spoken from 
the people and their behaviors which can be observed. 
From the explanation above qualitative research is a research that 
produces descriptive data in the form of words or non-numerical oriented 
that is concern with the process rather than simply with products. 
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B. Data and Source of Data 
According to the Creswell (1994: 148) qualitative data can be 
collected through document analysis or visual material. Data is information 
in raw or unorganized form (such as alphabets, numbers, or symbols) refers 
to, or represent, conditions, ideas, or objects. The source of the data in this 
study is a video which is entitled Mind Your Language. Mind Your 
Language has 4 seasons, in this researcher, researcher focuses in season 1 
that has 13 episodes. But the researcher only uses five videos to find some 
mispronunciation that is pronounced by Taro (Japanese speaker). The 
duration of each video is about 25 minutes. Season 1 Episode 1 with the 
tittle “The First Lesson” (25 minutes), Season 1 Episode 2 with the tittle 
“An Inspector Calls” (25 minutes 10 seconds), Season 1 Episode 3 with the 
tittle “A Fate Worse Than Death” (25 minutes 9 seconds), Season 1 Episode 
4 with the tittle “A Through the Night” (24 minutes 34 seconds) and Season 
1 Episode 5 with the tittle “The Best Things in Live” (25 minutes 58 
seconds). The data in this research consist of vocabularies that are 
pronounced in error pronunciation by Taro in the Mind Your Language 
Video. 
 
C. Subject of the Research 
The subject of this research is Taro Nagazumi as a Japanese speaker 
in the Mind Your Language Video. He is Japanese who lives in London. In 
the video, he is studying English with his friends from other countries. 
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Because he is Japanese, he is doing some error pronunciations when 
pronounce some of English words. The researcher only focuses on the 
utterance of Taro season 1 episode 1 until episode 5. 
 
D. Research Instrument 
In identifying the study, the researcher needs some instruments to 
collect the data; it makes the researcher easy to finish the research. There are 
two instruments include the main instrument and the supporting instrument. 
The main instrument includes the researcher its self, because this research is 
descriptive qualitative research. According to Moleong (2002: 121), the 
researcher during the whole process of the research takes roles as a designer, 
data collector, analyst, data interpreter, and reporter of the research result. 
Supporting instrument includes computer, journal, paper, pen, and 
Oxford dictionary. It used to obtain the information or the data of the study. 
The supporting instrument is used by the researcher to collect data for 
finishing the research easily. 
 
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
As stated by Creswell (2014: 188), there are many ways in collecting 
data such as observation, interview, document and audio and visual 
materials. In collection the data, the researcher had done several ways to 
collect the data sources. These are the several ways as follow: 
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1. The researcher downloads the video included the transcript from www. 
Youtube.com and save into the laptop and flash disk to avoid something 
happen to the file.  
2. The researcher watched the video that already downloaded.  
3. The researcher paid attention and focused on Taro character during 
watching the video.  
4. The researcher captured some words that were pronounced by Taro. 
5. The researcher took a note the words. 
 
F. Data Coding 
In this research, the researcher gave some codes of each datum in 
order to be easy in analyzing the data. The coding of the types of speech 
style is as follows: 
1. The use of Arabic number to number data. 01 means that the datum is 
number 01. 
2. The use of abbreviation with Romans word in capital characters to 
show the season and episode of the Mind Your Language Video. 
SE  : Refers to season 
EPS  : Refers to episode 
MYL : Refers to Mind Your Language Video 
3. The use of abbreviation with Romans words in small characters to show 
the types of phonological interference. 
 UDP : Under-differentiation of Phonemes 
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 ODP : Over-differentiation of Phonemes 
 RD : Reinterpretation of Distinctions 
 APS : Actual Phone Substitution 
 
Here is the example to read the coding data: 
07/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL/UDP means that it is the datum number 07. 
The datum contains a word of season 1 episode 1 that found in Mind Your 
Language Video and the type of phonological interference is Under-
differentiation of Phonemes. 
 
G. Technique of Data Analysis 
According to Moleong (2002: 103) data analysis is a process of 
organizing and classifying the data into a pattern, category and basic unit of 
analysis in order to find a theme and to formulate hypothesis as data 
suggest. The researcher collects the data and analyses the data based on the 
following steps: 
1. Watching the video to know how Taro communication with his teacher 
and friends. The researcher just focused to Japanese speaker only. 
2. Writing all of the words that said by Taro to make analysis data easier. 
3. After that, the researcher changed the words into phonetic symbol. The 
researcher also wrote the phonetic symbol of those words based on 
Oxford dictionary. 
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4. Checking the words with Oxford dictionary. Here, the researcher used 
contrastive analysis to look for the difference of those words between 
pronunciation of Japanese speaker and English language. According to 
Kavanagh (2007: 283) states contrastive analysis is the systematic study 
of the linguistic systems of two language with a view to identifying 
their structural differences and similarities. 
5. Identifying and classifying the data using phonological interference 
classification made by Weinreich. The data categorized as four types; 
they are under-differentiation of phonemes, over-differentiation of 
phonemes, reinterpretation of distinctions, and actual phonic 
substitution. 
6. Identifying the factors resulting on phonological interference made by 
Japanese speaker. 
 
H. Trustworthiness 
This research is conducted by applying qualitative research, therefore, 
it concerned with the trustworthiness of the data that would have been 
collected in the field. Sugiyono (in Prastowo 2012: 265) reveals that there 
are four criteria to check the trustworthiness of data; credibility, 
dependability, transferability, and conformability. He also said that the 
most principle criterion is credibility. To examine the data credibility, 
there are seven techniques to do; extension observation, increase the 
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diligence, triangulation, discussion with partner, member check, analyzing 
negative case, and using references.  
In this research, the researcher used triangulation as a technique to 
examine the data validation. Moleong (2002: 178) stated that triangulation 
technique is the technique of examining the trustworthiness of the data 
which uses things outside the data in order to examine the data and to be 
comparer of the data. Norman Denzin (in Hales, 2010: 14) identified four 
basic types of triangulation, they are as follow: 
1. Data Triangulation  
The use of variety data sources including time, space, and persons in 
a research. Data triangulation is the process rechecked and compared 
information by researcher which obtained in different source. For 
instance, it has done by comparing observation data with interview data 
result, comparing what the informant said, and comparing circumstance 
and perspective of different people toward the similar event. 
2. Investigator Triangulation  
The ability to confirm findings across investigators without prior 
discussion or collaboration between them can significantly enhance the 
credibility of findings. Investigator triangulation is particularly important 
for decreasing bias in gathering, reporting and analyzing the data. 
3. Theory Triangulation  
Theory Triangulation is the use of multiple theories when 
examining a situation or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a 
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situation/phenomenon from different perspectives, through different 
lenses, with different questions in mind. The different theories do not 
have to be similar or compatible, in fact the more divergent they are, the 
more likely they are to identify different issues or concerns.  
4. Methodological Triangulation  
Methodological Triangulation is the use of multiple methods to 
conduct a situation or phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the 
deficiencies and biases that come from any single method.  This type of 
triangulation is very similar to the mixed method approaches used in 
social science research, where the results from one method are used to 
enhance, augment and clarify the results of another.  
Based on the kinds of triangulation above, the researcher used 
investigator triangulation to recheck the data. The researcher asked Mr. 
Irwan Rohardiyano, M.Hum as the investigator. The researcher got 
suggestion related to the data findings. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Finding 
The researcher classifies the data in this research based on the types of 
phonological interference. The data that are found is qualitative data. This 
qualitative data that are in the form of phonological interference can be analyzed 
in a descriptive analysis. 
In the research finding, it presents the data found from the research. The data 
are classified based on the research problems. They are: 1) What kind of 
phonological interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese speaker 
in Mind Your Language Video? 2) What are the phonological factors which 
result on phonological interference in the spoken English performed by Japanese 
in Mind Your Language Video?. 
After collecting data, the whole data of the occurrences phonological 
interference that are found by the researcher in Mind Your Language Video 
performed by Japanese speaker are 138 interference of 108 datum which some of 
words could be found more than one interference.  
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Table 4.1  
The finding table types of phonological interference 
No Types of Phonological Interference Numbers 
1 Under-differentiation of Phoneme 7 
2 Over-differentiation of Phoneme 47 
3 Reinterpretation of distinction 3 
4 Actual Phone Substitution 81 
  
Table 4.2 
Transcription of Japanese speaker utterance and the correct pronunciation 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
01/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Not [not] [nɒt] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
02/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL So [so] [səʊ] [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japanese [japəniz] [jӕpə'nɪez] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [a] and [ɪe] is 
interfered by [i] 
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04/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Much [maʧ] [mʌʧ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
05/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL More [mor] [mᴐ:(r)] [ᴐ:] is interfered 
by [o] 
(For the more detail list of phonological interference could be seen in the appendix) 
 
 Table 4.2 shows Japanese speaker utterances in Mind Your Language video 
and the correct pronunciation according to the Oxford dictionary. Those 
utterances are taken from the conversation in the video start from episode 1 until 
episode 5 in the season 1. After comparing between Japanese speaker 
pronunciation and Oxford dictionary, it shows several words were 
mispronounced by the Japanese speaker. The mispronunciation could be 
identified into the kind of phonological interference. 
1. The kinds of phonological interference in the spoken English performed 
by Japanese speaker in Mind Your Language Video 
After watching the video, the researcher were collecting the sentences that 
are delivered by the Japanese speaker, then selecting the mispronunciation by 
the speaker and the last the researcher would try to classify the data result into 
four kinds of phonological interference defined by Weinrich. 
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a. Under-differentiation of Phonemes 
Table 4.3 
Under-differentiation of Phonemes 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
26/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Left [ɾefto] [left] [l] is interfered 
by [ɾ] 
23/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Right [lait] [rait] [r] is interfered 
by [l] 
(For the more detail list of phonological interference could be seen in the appendix) 
 
From the table 4.3, the researcher is able to describe the common error 
pattern of this first type made by Japanese speaker in Mind Your Language 
Video. According to Weinrich (1979: 18) under-differentiation of phonemes 
occurs when two sounds on L2 are confused by bilingual because there is no 
distinction in their L1. Under-differentiation of phonemes means that the 
condition when Japanese speaker confused to distinguish the differentiation 
of two sounds in the English language phonetic system. The researcher 
found a phenomenon when Japanese confused to distinguish the [l] sound 
and [r] sound. 
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For instance, the Japanese speaker pronounced the word “left” 
(26/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) is pronounced as [ɾefto] while according to Oxford 
dictionary the correct pronunciation is [left]. 11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL the word 
“camera” is pronounced as [keməloz] but the correct pronunciation based 
on Oxford dictionary is [kӕmərəz]. Actually, Japanese language has no [l] 
and [r] sound in the phonetic system but Japanese has [ɾ] sound, sometimes 
it could make the Japanese confused to distinguish [l] sound and [r] sound 
because Japanese think that there is no different between those sounds. That 
is why Japanese could pronounce [l] sound or [r] sound in same times. Other 
words that are found in the video with same problem include electronics 
(17/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), lady (39/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), English 
(32/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), load (49/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), like 
(52/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL) and television (09/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL). 
 
b. Over-differentiation of Phonemes 
Table 4.4 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
33/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Please [plizo] [pli:z] Addition [o] sound 
47/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Respect [rɪspekto] [rɪ'spekt] Addition [o] sound 
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48/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Speak [spiko] [spi:k] Addition [o] sound 
(For the more detail list of phonological interference could be seen in the appendix) 
 
Weinrich (1979: 18) stated that over-differentiation of phonemes occurs 
when the distinction of phonetic system in L1 is not required on producing 
L2. It means that Japanese speaker in Mind Your Language Video may 
mispronounce some English sounds because Japanese speaker transfer the 
phonological system in producing those sounds. In this case, the researcher 
found a phenomenon when Japanese speaker added [o] sound in some 
words.  
The Japanese speaker pronounced in the code 10/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL 
“and” is pronounced as [endo], while according to Oxford dictionary the 
word “please” should be pronounced as [ənd]. Japanese speaker usually 
gives an addition [o] sound when the last sound is consonant such as [t], [d], 
etc. It is because Japanese language system  The other words that are add 
sound [o] after consonant include and (10/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), point 
(21/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), assist (74/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), increase 
(43/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), respect (47/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), speak 
(48/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), peasant (54/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), insect 
(54/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL) and many more. 
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c. Reinterpretation of Distinctions 
Table 4.5 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
08/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Better [better] [betə(r)] Different 
interpretation on 
geminate sound; tt 
74/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Embassy [embesse] [embəsɪ] Different 
interpretation on 
geminate sound; ss 
72/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Assisto  /assisto/ /ə'sɪst/ Different 
interpretation on 
geminate sound; ss 
 
According to Weinrich (1979: 18) explained reinterpretation of 
distinction occurs when bilingual distinguishes phonemes of the secondary 
system by features which in that system are merely concomitant or 
redundant, but which are relevant in his primary system. It means that the 
Japanese speaker’s error interpretation in stressing some English words. 
From the table 4.5, 08/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL with the word “better” is 
pronounced as [better] while according to Oxford dictionary, the correct 
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pronunciation of the word “better” is [betə(r)]. It is rarely to find a stressing 
geminate word in the English system, but it is common to find this 
phenomenon in Japanese language. The Japanese speaker tends to transfer 
the phonological system of Japanese language in producing English word 
that may result on error production. The other words that have same problem 
are embassy (64/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL) and assist (74/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL). 
 
d. Actual Phone Substitution 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japanese [japəniz] [jӕpə'nɪez] [ӕ] sound is 
interfered by [a] 
sound 
06/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Efficient [ifiʃnto] [ɪ'fɪʃnt] [ɪ] sound is 
interfered by [i] 
sound 
27/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Am [amo] [əm] [ə] sound is 
interfered by [a] 
(For the more detail list of phonological interference could be seen in the appendix) 
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Weinrich (1979: 19) stated that actual phone substitution occurs when 
two sounds of two languages is considered alike by bilingual but the fact that 
the pronunciation is different. It means that the Japanese speaker may 
mispronounce English words because of the Japanese speaker produce 
identical sounds to target language (English) but those sounds have different 
pronunciation. From table 4.6, the examples of actual phone substitution are: 
1) Distinction [i] and [ɪ] 
17/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL with the word “efficient” is pronounced as 
[ilektrɒniks] by Japanese speaker while based on Oxford dictionary the 
correct pronunciation of the word “efficient” is [ɪlek'trɒnɪks]. It means that 
the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ɪ] sound as [i]. It is because of 
Japanese language does not recognize the [ɪ] sound in the mother tongue 
system. With this reason, sometimes the Japanese speaker did 
mispronunciation. Other words that found in the video with the same 
problems are efficient (06/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), depends 
(18/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), illustrate (42/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), fascist 
(55/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), it (61/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), in 
(67/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), is (71/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), missing 
(79/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL), hillside (89/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL), and money 
(115/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
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2) Distinction between [a] and [ə] 
From the video, the researcher found a word “am” with code 
27/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL, based on Oxford dictionary the word “am” is 
pronounced as [əm] but the Japanese speaker pronounced the word “am” 
as [amo]. It shows that the [ə] sound is replaced to [a] sound. The other 
words that are pronounce [ə] sound as [a] sound include Japan 
(22/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), apologize (56/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), commits 
(70/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), assist (74/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), midland 
(113/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL) and can (116/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
 
3) Distinction [a] and [eɪ] 
In the video, the researcher found a word “potato” with code 
76/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL is pronounced as [potato]. According to Oxford 
dictionary the word “potato” should be pronounced as [pə'teɪtəʊ]. It shows 
that Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is [a] to replace [eɪ] sound. 
The other word that is found with the same problem is may 
(34/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL). 
 
4) Distinction [u] and [ʊ] 
95/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL the word “good” is pronounced as [gud] by 
Japanese speaker while according to Oxford dictionary the word “good” 
should be pronounced as [gʊd]. It means that the Japanese speaker tend to 
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replace [ʊ] sound to [u]. It happens because of Japanese language does not 
recognize [ʊ] system in the phonetic system the Japanese speaker replace 
with similar sound which is [u] sound. Other word that is found by the 
researcher is full (65/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL). 
 
5) Distinction between [o] and [ɒ] 
The Japanese speaker tends to pronounce the word “not” 
(01/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) as [not] while according to Oxford dictionary, the 
correct pronunciation of the word “not” is [nɒt]. In this case, the Japanese 
speaker tends to pronounce [ɒ] as [o]. Japanese language is not recognize 
[ɒ] in the mother tongue system; therefore they use similar sound which is 
[o] to replace that sound. This condition results on pronunciation of 
English word because the fact that English language differ the usage of 
both sounds. The other words with the same problem are on 
(19/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), observation (37/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), knowledge 
(44/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), and sorry (120/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
 
6) Distinction between [a] and [ӕ] 
The Japanese speaker tends to pronounce the word “Japanese” 
(03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) as [japəniz] while according to Oxford dictionary, 
the word “Japanese” should be pronounced as [jӕpə'nɪez]. In this case, the 
Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ӕ] as [a]. Japanese language is not 
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recognizing [ӕ] in the mother tongue system; therefore they use similar 
sound which is [a] to replace that sound. This condition results on 
pronunciation of English word. The other words that also make the 
Japanese speaker did mispronunciations between sound [ӕ] and [a] are 
Japan (22/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), fascist (55/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), and bank 
(93/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
 
7) Distinction between [a] and [ʌ] 
The video showed Japanese speaker tends to pronounce the word 
“much” (04/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) as [maʧ] while according to Oxford 
dictionary, the word “much” should be pronounced as [mʌʧ]. In this case, 
the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ʌ] as [a]. In Japanese language is 
not recognize [ʌ] in the mother tongue system; therefore Japanese speaker 
uses similar sound which is [a] to replace that sound. This condition results 
on pronunciation of English word because the fact that English language 
differ the usage of both sounds. The researcher also found other words with 
same problem include young (38/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), country 
(51/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), run (53/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL) and money 
(116/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
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8) Distinction between [e] and [ӕ] 
The word “happy” with the code 29/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL, is pronounced 
as [hepi], while according to Oxford dictionary the correct pronunciation of 
“happy” is [hӕpi]. It shows that the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce 
[ӕ] as [e]. It is because of the Japanese language does not recognize [ӕ] in 
the phonetic symbol then the Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is 
[e] to replace that sound. This condition results on pronunciation of English 
word. The other words that have same problem are camera 
(11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), carry (98/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL) and man 
(88/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL). 
 
9) Distinction between [s] and [ɵ] 
In the video of Mind Your Language the researcher found a word 
“thirty” with code 115/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL that is pronounced as [sertio] 
while according to Oxford dictionary the correct pronunciation of the word 
“thirty” is [ɵɜ:tɪ]. In this case, the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ɵ] 
as [s]. It is because of Japanese language does not recognize the [ɵ] sound 
in the mother tongue then the Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is 
[s] to replace [ɵ] sound. This condition may result the Japanese speaker do 
some mispronunciation of English word. 
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10) Distinction between [o] and [əʊ] 
The Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [əʊ] sound to [o]. For 
example, 02/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL the word “so” is pronounced as [so] while 
according to Oxford dictionary the correct pronunciation of the word “so” 
is [səʊ]. It means that the Japanese speaker substituted the [əʊ] sound into 
[o] sound. It is because of the Japanese language does not recognize [əʊ] 
sound in the mother tongue system then the Japanese speaker uses similar 
sound which is [o] to replace [əʊ] sound. This condition makes the 
Japanese speaker did mispronunciation of English word. The other words 
that also have same problem are load (49/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), okay 
(59/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), old (86/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL), potato 
(77/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL) and moment (100/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
 
11) Distinction between [z] and [ð] 
46/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL the word “with” is pronounced as [wiz] by 
Japanese speaker. But according to Oxford dictionary, the word “with” is 
pronounced as [wɪð]. It means the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ð] 
as [z]. Japanese language does not recognize [ð] in the phonetic system, 
therefore the Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is [z] to replace 
the [ð] sound. This condition may results mispronunciation of English 
word. Other word that is found by the researcher is the 
(91/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL). 
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12) Distinction between [e] and [ɜ:] 
69/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL with the word “person” is pronounced as [peɾsn] 
by Japanese speaker while according to Oxford dictionary the correct 
pronunciation of the word “person” is [pɜ:sn]. It shows that the Japanese 
speaker tends to pronounce [ɜ:] as [e]. Because of the Japanese language do 
not recognize [ɜ:] in the phonetic system, but the sound of [e] in Japanese 
language is similar with the sound of [ɜ] in English. The other words that 
are found by researcher include learning (31/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), proverb 
(86/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL) and girl (88/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL). 
 
13) Distinction between [e] and [ə] 
The code 25/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL with the word “China” is pronounced 
as [caine]. But the word “China” should be pronounced as [cainə] 
according to Oxford dictionary. It means that Japanese speaker tends to 
replaced [ə] sound into [e] sound. This phenomenon happen because of 
Japanese language does not recognize [ə] sound in the phonemic system, 
and then Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ə] sound as [e] sound. It 
makes the Japanese speaker did mispronunciation. Other words that is 
found by the researcher are American (63/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL) and a 
(68/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL). 
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14) Distinction [ə] and [o] 
76/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL the word potato is pronounced as [potato] by 
Japanese speaker but Oxford dictionary indicate the correct 
pronunciation is [pə'teɪtəʊ]. The Japanese speaker tends to use [o] sound 
to replace [ə] sound. Japanese language [ə] sound is not recognized then 
the Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is [o] sound. Other 
finding with the same problem are political (20/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), 
illustrate (42/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), apologize (56/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL), 
Newton (75/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL), camera (11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) and of 
(15/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL).  
 
15) Distinction [e] and [ɪ] 
The researcher found a word with code 64/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL 
“embassy” is pronounced as [embesse] while according to Oxford 
dictionary the correct pronunciation [embəsɪ]. It means that sometimes 
Japanese speaker tends to replace [ɪ] into [e]. It is because Japanese 
language does not recognize [ɪ] sound. Other words that are found in the 
video are pretend (94/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL) and Barclay 
(111/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
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16) Distinction [e] and [eɪ] 
07/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL the word “maker” is pronounced as [mekər] 
while according to Oxford dictionary the correct pronunciation is [meɪkər]. 
It means that Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [eɪ] as [e]. It is because 
of Japanese language does not recognize the [eɪ] sound in the phonetic 
system, then Japanese speaker use similar sound which is [e]. The other 
word with the same problem is lady (39/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL). 
 
17) Distinction [a] and [aɪ] 
From the video, the researcher found a word “my” with the code 
12/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL. Japanese speaker pronounced the word “my” as 
[ma]. Actually, the correct pronunciation of the word “my” is [maɪ]. It 
shows that the Japanese speaker did mispronunciation, he pronounce [aɪ] 
sound as [a] sound. The reason why the Japanese speaker did it because of 
Japanese language does not recognize the [aɪ] sound / diphthong in the 
phonetic system, the he uses the similar sound which is [a]. 
 
18) Distinction [e] and [aɪ] 
The word “name” with code 13/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL is pronounced as 
[nem] by Japanese speaker. According to Oxford dictionary the word 
“name” should be pronounced as [naɪm]. It means that the Japanese 
speaker tends to pronounce [aɪ] sound as [e] sound, because of Japanese 
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language does not recognize the [aɪ] sound in the phonetic system. The 
other word with same problem is like (52/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL). 
 
19) Distinction [a] and [ɑ:] 
The word “card” with code 14/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL is pronounced as 
[kardo] by Japanese speaker, while according to Oxford dictionary the 
correct pronunciation of the word “card” is [kɑ:d]. This phenomenon 
occurs because of Japanese language does not recognize the [ɑ:] sound in 
the phonetic system. The other word that is found with the same problem in 
the video is are (110/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL). 
 
20) Distinction [a] and [ea] 
The word “parent” is pronounced as [parənto] by Japanese speaker. 
While according to Oxford dictionary the correct pronunciation the word 
“parent” is [peərənt]. It means that Japanese speaker did error 
pronunciation because of Japanese language does not recognize the [ea] 
sound / diphthong in the phonetic system. 
 
b. The phonological factors which result on phonological interference in the 
spoken English performed by Japanese in Mind Your Language Video 
Weinrich (1979: 64) explained there are four factors in phonological 
interference include absence of corresponding distinctions in primary 
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languages, presence of distinction (only) in primary language, different 
phonemic systems and different pronunciation of equivalent phonemes. The 
explanation of each factor will be explained follow: 
a. Absence of corresponding distinctions in primary language 
Absence of corresponding distinctions in primary languages means 
sometimes there is no distinction of identical phonemes in the L1 
(Japanese language), however we found this attitude in the target 
language. In English language, there are several distinctions some 
identical sounds that make confuse the Japanese speaker. For example, 
distinction between [o] and [ɒ], the word (code) 01/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL 
“not” as [not] while according to Oxford dictionary, the correct 
pronunciation of the word “not” is [nɒt]. Distinction between [a] and [ӕ], 
the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce the word “Japanese” 
(03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL ) as [japəniz] while according to Oxford 
dictionary, the word “Japanese” should be pronounced as [jӕpə'nɪez]. In 
this case, the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ӕ] as [a]. Distinction 
between [a] and [ʌ], the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce the word 
“much” (04/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL) as [maʧ] while according to Oxford 
dictionary, the word “much” should be pronounced as [mʌʧ]. In this case, 
the Japanese speaker tends to pronounce [ʌ] as [a]. Distinction between 
[e] and [ӕ], the word “happy” with the code (29/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL), is 
pronounced as [hepi], while according to Oxford dictionary the word 
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“happy” should be pronounced as [hӕpi]. It shows that the Japanese 
speaker tends to pronounce [ӕ] as [e]. 
Those distinctions are not recognized by the Japanese speaker. The 
Japanese speaker uses similar sound to produce the missing sound in the 
Japanese language system. This condition may result on the phonological 
interference on their speaking performance. For this factor, the possibly 
condition may result on under-differentiation of phoneme type due to the 
presence of distinction only on target language. 
 
b. Presence of distinction (only) in primary language  
Presence of distinction (only) in primary language is opposite from the 
first point. This factor has a distinction of identical sounds in primary 
language (first language) but in the target language (second language) 
system has not recognize the distinction sounds. For instance, 
21/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL the word “point” is pronounced as [pointo] while 
according to correct pronunciation, it should be pronounced as [pᴐɪnt]. In 
this case, the researcher found some words that are spoken by Japanese 
speaker added [o] sound. When Japanese add [o] sound in those words, it 
could make an error pronunciation.   
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c. Different phonemic system 
Different phonemic system means sometimes there is difference of 
phonological system between L1 (Japanese language) and L2 (English 
language) on producing sounds from different manner of articulation and 
place of producing the sounds. With other words, different phonemic 
system could be concluded that Japanese language have no a phonemic as 
same as with English language. For instance, the word “like” 
(52/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL) is pronounced as [ɾike] while according to Oxford 
dictionary the correct pronunciation is [laɪk]. Japanese language have no 
the [l] sound in the mother tongue system, therefore Japanese speaker use 
[ɾ] sound. The [l] sound English is alveolar lateral approximate but [ɾ] 
Japanese is alveolar flip. 
 
B. Discussion 
In the discussion presents the researcher’s analysis on finding above. As 
mention in the previous chapter, there were two problems proposed in this study. 
The finding of first research problem, that is analyzing kind of phonological 
interference and the second research problem that is analyzing the factor of 
phonological interference. The data analyzed in the previous explanation shows 
there is a phenomenon of phonological interference occurs when Japanese 
speaker performed uses English language in Mind Your Language video. 
According to Weinrich (1979: 18-19) there are four kinds of phonological 
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interference on his book titled Language in Contact include under-differentiation 
of phonemes, over-differentiation of phonemes, reinterpretation of distinctions 
and actual phone substitution. Actual phone substitution becomes the most used 
by the Japanese speaker, follows over-differentiation of phonemes, under-
differentiation of Phonemes and the last is reinterpretation of distinctions. 
In the under-differentiation of phonemes, the researcher found a phenomenon 
when Japanese confused to distinguish [l] sound and [r] sound. The [l] sound in 
English would be replaced by Japanese speaker as [ɾ]. But sometimes Japanese 
could pronounce [l] sound of English word. Ohata (cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 
288) explains this liquid does not exactly correspond to the English liquid [r] or 
[l] but is regarded as something that is between the two sounds. Therefore 
Japanese students can often be seen substituting [r] for [l] on one occasion and [l] 
for [r] on another. 
In the over-differentiation of phonemes, the researcher found a phenomenon 
with utterance by the Japanese speaker include there is an addition [o] sound, 
from finding analyzed, sometimes Japanese speaker add [o] sound when 
speaking English words. According to Kavanagh (2007: 285) states that 
…Japanese students of English would be inserted vowel [o] after the English [t], 
[d] and [h] in the word initial and final consonant. 
The reinterpretation of distinctions is a condition when Japanese speaker 
speak English sometimes in the certain condition Japanese speaker did geminate 
word. From the video, the researcher found some words with geminate such as 
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better pronounce as [better], friend pronounce as [frenddo]. In line with Tsuchida 
(1995: 149-150) explained that geminate in the word-final such as [pp], [dd], 
[gg], etc. And geminate in word-medial occurred when there are proceed by 
stressed vowel such as [pp], [tt], [ss], [kk], etc. 
The last type of phonological interference is actual phone substitution; the 
researcher found twelve patterns with utterance by the Japanese speaker include 
(1) The [ӕ] is replaced to [e] sound and [a] sound. (2) The [ʌ] is replaced into [a] 
sound. According to Thompson (cited in Carruthers, 2006: 18) stated when 
speaking English, JSE (Japanese speakers of English) pronounce [ʌ] and [ӕ] as 
[a]. The other expert, Bada (cited in Kavanagh, 2007: 286) states that they may 
also be predicted to replace [ӕ] with either [e], [e:] or [a]; [ʌ] with a rather open 
[a]; [ɒ] and [ᴐ:] with [o] or [o:]. 
The next pattern, (3) The [ə] sound is substituted into [o] sound, [a] sound and 
[e] sound by Japanese speaker. (4) The [ɪ] sound in English language is 
substituted as [i] and [e] in Japanese language. (5) The [ɜ:] sound is replaced to 
[e] sound. As reported by Thompson (cited in Carruthers, 18) stated JSE would 
pronounce [ə] becomes [a] when speaking English. Nishikiori (2007: 4) stated 
…Japanese [e] covers five English vowels include [ɪ], [e], [ɛ], [ӕ] and [ə]. Other 
statement from expert (Bada, 2001:8) explains the replacements of [ə] in English 
are [e], [a] and [o]. 
(6) The [ɵ] sound is replaced as [s] in Japanese language. (7) English [ð] 
sound do not exist in Japanese language, but it replaced as [z] in Japanese 
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language. Barbee stated that the most frequent of these difficulties for Japanese 
learners of English lies in producing the [ɵ] and [ð] sounds, the closest sounds in 
Japanese would be [s] for [ɵ] sound and [ð] for [z] sound. (8) The [ɑ:] sound is 
replaced by [a] sound. (9) The [ʊ] sound is replaced by [u] sound. Because of 
Japanese language has not [ʊ] sound, Japanese speaker replaced that sound into 
[u]. Noguchi (2014: 300) states to produce Japanese [u] sound the lips can be 
weakly rounded but they are not as round as English counterpart [ʊ]. 
(10) Diphthong in English such as [ɪe] is replaced as [i] sound, [eɪ] is replaced 
as [e] sound and [a] sound, [aɪ] is replaced as [a] sound and [e] sound, [ea] is 
replaced as [a] sound and [əʊ] is replaced as [o] sound and [a] sound. Sometimes 
Japanese speaker replaced diphthong into monophthong because of Japanese 
language has no diphthong in the phonetic system. Kitao (cited in Kavanagh, 
2007: 287) stated that standard Japanese has no diphthong as phonologically; two 
different vowels in row are not considered a diphthong.  
The researcher also found a phenomenon; in Mind Your Language video, 
Japanese speaker could pronounce [ᴐ:] sound. The [ᴐ] sound include the words 
more, discourse, also, for, already, unfortunately, morning, or and small. 
Actually, Japanese language has no [ᴐ:] sound in their phonetic system but they 
have [o] sound that is pronounced as [ᴐ:]. According to Kaneko (2006: 51) stated 
that the mid back vowel [o] resembles English [ᴐ]. 
The next discussion is about the factors that influence phonological 
interference. There are four factors of phonological interference are stated by 
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Weinrich include absence of corresponding distinctions in primary language, 
presence of distinction (only) in primary language, different phonemic system, 
and different pronunciation of equivalent phonemes. In this case, there three 
factors that influenced the Japanese speaker performed English in Mind Your 
Language video, that are absence of corresponding distinctions in primary 
language, presence of distinction (only) in primary language and different 
phonemic system. The different pronunciation of equivalent phonemes is not 
influencing the Japanese speaker because the researcher did not find equivalent 
phonemes between Japanese and English language. 
Absence of corresponding distinctions in primary language occurs when 
Japanese speaker confused to distinguish identical sounds English language 
because Japanese language have no the distinction. For example: to pronounce 
[ӕ] sound and [ʌ] sound, Japanese language does not recognize those sounds, 
and then Japanese speaker uses similar sound which is [a] sound. 
Presence of distinction (only) in primary language means when there is a 
distinction in Japanese language but English has no that rule. The researcher 
found a phenomenon, sometimes Japanese speaker added [o] sound when 
pronounce some English words. 
Different phonemic system means when there is a difference between 
Japanese and English language on producing sounds include place of articulation 
or manner of articulation. In this case, the [l] sound does not exist in the Japanese 
system, when Japanese speaker pronounce [l] sound it would be replaced as [ɾ] 
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sound. The [l] sound is lateral approximate (manner of articulation) and the [ɾ] 
sound is flap (manner of articulation). Because of this reason, sometimes 
Japanese could be pronounce [r] as [l] or [l] as [r]. 
Other discussion, the researcher would make a comparison between English, 
Japanese language and Indonesia Language. But the differences of English and 
Japanese language have been explained before, then the researcher only discuss 
about the differentiation between English and Indonesia language. In the chapter 
II, the researcher has showed the differences of vowel and consonant includes 
English, Japanese language and Indonesia language. Actually, there are some 
sounds that are used in all languages. According to Sholihah (2014: 48) vowel 
[a], [i] and [u] are minimal vowel system in each language. Commonly, language 
has more than these three vowels, but no languages in the world which have less 
than these vowels. 
There are some differences of English and Indonesia language because of 
there is differentiation of mother tongue that sometimes could make the 
Indonesia speaker does phonological interference same as with the Japanese 
speaker. For example, sometimes Japanese speaker added sound [o] in the last 
consonant word such as [d] and [t] when they spoke English word, Indonesia also 
added sound [e] in some word such as when Indonesia speaker pronounce the 
word “help”. Indonesia speaker would pronounce the word “help” as [helep]. 
Sholihah (2014: 49) explains in English, we usually find words that end with [l] 
and [p] serially, such in words help and pulp but those words are never found in 
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Indonesia. Most of Indonesian people can’t say these words and often they insert 
a vowel. 
Sometimes English and Indonesia language have different rule to pronounce 
some words. It means Indonesia language has a current rule but English has no 
that rule. For instance, usually Indonesia speaker pronounce [m] and [b] sounds 
in the same word such as pronounce the word “mbak”, in English has no that 
rule. Based on Sholihah (2014: 50) Indonesia let [m] and [b] sounds to start a 
word but English doesn’t permit it. There is no word in English start the word in 
English start the word by [mb] such as “mbear”, “mboating” and “mblasted”. 
The other example, English doesn’t have sound [Y] but Indonesia speaker use 
that sound in some word, when pronounced “peyeum”. Sholihah (2014: 50) tells 
these sounds create a system which has mean that the blend of one word with 
another isn’t disordered but based on the certain role. 
In the other hand, sometimes there is a rule in English but the Indonesia 
language doesn’t recognize that rule. Indonesia language doesn’t recognize the 
[ð] sound, English also has a rule that uses [s], [k], [t] sounds in the ending of 
word. But Indonesia language bans it. Sholihah (2014: 49) explains Indonesia 
has sounds [s], [k], [t], [l], [p], [m] and [b] that also had in English. But the 
phonotactics (sequences of sounds/ the role which arrange how that sounds 
produces) in English, sounds [s], [k], [t] as word endings, but in Indonesian isn’t. 
So, we can find words like asked as [ӕskt] and masked as [mӕskt] as has been 
told previously, but it is impossible to use in Indonesia language. 
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Phonology interference means there is a differentiation of mother tongue 
between first language and second language, so the speaker makes 
mispronunciation some words in delivering the second language. As an English 
teacher in Indonesia, he/she should understand with this topic because the 
researcher thinks that the topic of this research is very useful to know the 
negative impact in phonological production. Actually, there are some differences 
of phonetic symbol between English and Indonesia language. Because of those 
differences, it could make the Indonesia speaker does mispronunciation in some 
English word. With the result of this research, the teacher should be careful with 
the student’s pronunciation, because sometimes different pronunciation could 
make different interpretation that could make misunderstanding of English word. 
Also, with this topic, English teacher would find some important point include 
the differences and similarities of vowel and consonant between English and 
Indonesia language. 
Besides that, Indonesia’s students could learn about this topic to have good 
pronunciation of English word. The students should be careful with the 
differences of English and Indonesia language. This research show some 
important points to find the kind of phonological interference that could make the 
student distinguish the vowel and consonant sound. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
  
A. Conclusion 
From those research findings, the researcher wants to conclude the kind of 
phonological interference in the spoken English by Japanese speaker and factors 
result those phonological interference. The researcher found two main points: 
1. Kind of phonological interference which is experienced by Japanese speaker 
in teaching process of Mind Your Language video include: 
a. Under-differentiation of Phoneme occurs when there is a distinction of 
two sounds in the English language while Japanese language is not 
recognized those sounds, it could make the Japanese confused to 
distinguish. The distinction may be experienced confusion by Japanese 
speaker is distinction between [l] sound and [r] sound.  
b. Over-differentiation of Phoneme occurs when there is distinctions of 
several sounds in Japanese language which may transfer to produce 
English sound include addition [o] sound after consonant. 
c. Reinterpretation of Distinction occurs when there is different 
interpretation done by Japanese speaker on stressing some English word 
which then results on error production. 
d. Actual Phone Substitution occurs when Japanese speaker could not 
distinguish identical sound results on error production includes distinction 
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between [o] and [ɒ], distinction between [a] and [ӕ], distinction between 
[a] and [ʌ], distinction between [e] and [ӕ], distinction between [s] and 
[ɵ], distinction between [o] and [əʊ], distinction between [z] and [ð], 
distinction between [e] and [ə], distinction between [a] and [ə], distinction 
[i] and [ɪ], distinction [i] and [i:], distinction between [o] and [ᴐ:], 
distinction between [e] and [ɜ:], distinction [u] and [ʊ], distinction [ə] and 
[o], distinction [a] and [əʊ], distinction [e] and [ɪ], distinction [e] and [eɪ], 
distinction [a] and [aɪ], distinction [e] and [aɪ], distinction [a] and [ɑ:], 
distinction [a] and [eɪ], and distinction [a] and [ea], 
 
2. There are several factors causing phonological interference in the spoken 
English language by Japanese speaker include: 
a. Absence of corresponding distinctions in primary language results error 
production consisting of several sounds including [ɒ], [ӕ], [ʌ], [ɵ], [əʊ], 
[ð], [ə], [ᴐ:], [ʊ], [ɪ] and [ɜ:]. 
b. Presence of distinction (only) in primary language results error production 
when there is an addition [o] sound. 
c. Different phonemic system results error production consisting of several 
sound including sound [ɾ]. 
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B. Suggestion 
After discussing and concluding the data analysis based on the 
mispronunciation of Japanese speaker in the spoken English, some suggestion are 
dedicated to the English students, the English teacher and the other researcher. The 
suggestions are presented as follow: 
1. To the English students 
After reading this thesis, the researcher hopes that the English learners 
understand about the type of phonological interference. From the video that is 
used as subject, the researcher wish that the video can use as media to English 
learner to understanding more about pronunciation of words. 
 
2. To the English teacher 
The researcher hopes that the English teacher uses this video as media to 
improve the pronunciation of word to students. Because we can find some 
mispronunciation which is pronounced by the speakers that can be learned by 
students. 
 
3. To the other researcher 
The researcher hopes that the other researcher could research more about 
this video, maybe the grammar that is used by the speaker or do the research 
about phonological interference with the same video but other speakers. 
Because this video, there are more than one speaker that do mispronunciation 
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of English word. The other choice, the method of teaching English that is used 
by the teacher in the video.  
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Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
01/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Not [not] [nɒt] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
02/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL So [so] [səʊ] [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japanese [japeniz] [jӕpə'nɪez] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [a] and [ə] is 
interfered by [e] 
04/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Much [maʧ] [mʌʧ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
05/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL More [mᴐ:r] [mᴐ:(r)] Pronounced [ᴐ:] 
06/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Efficient [ifiʃnto] [ɪ'fɪʃnt] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
07/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Maker [meker] [meɪkər] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
08/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Better [bettər] [betə(r)] [t] is interfered 
by [tt] 
09/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Television [telɪvɪʃong] [telɪvɪʒn] Addition [o] 
sound 
10/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL And [endo] [ənd] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] and 
Addition [o] 
sound 
11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Camera [kemelos] [kӕmərə] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e], [r] is 
interfered by [l] 
and [ə] is 
interfered by [o] 
12/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL My [ma] [maɪ] [aɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
13/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Name [nem] [naɪm] [aɪ] is interfered 
by [e] 
14/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Card [kardo] [kɑ:d] [ɑ:] is interfered 
by [a] and added 
by [o] sound 
15/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Of [ov] [əv] [ə] is interfered 
by [o] 
16/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Electronics [ilektrɒniks] [ɪlek'trɒnɪks] [ɪ] is interfered 
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by [i] 
17/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Depends [dipends] [dɪpend] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
18/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL On [ongo] [ɒn] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
19/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Political [polɪtɪkolo] [pə'lɪtɪkl] [ə] is interfered 
by [o] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
20/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Point [pᴐinto] [pᴐɪnt] addition sound 
[o] 
21/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japan [japan] [jəpӕn] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] and [ӕ] is 
interfered by [a] 
22/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Right [lait] [raɪt] [r] interfered by 
[l] 
23/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Wing [wiŋgo] [wɪŋ] Addition [o] 
sound 
24/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL China [caine] [cainə] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
25/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Left [refto] [left] [l] is interfered 
by [r] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
26/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Am [amo] [əm] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
27/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Happy [hepi] [hӕpi] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] 
28/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Be [bi] [bɪ] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
29/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Learning [lerniŋgo] [lɜ:niŋ] [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
30/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL English [ɪŋgolɪʃ] [ɪŋglɪʃ] Addition [o] 
sound 
31/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Please [plizo] [pli:z] Addition [o] 
sound 
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32/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL May [ma] [meɪ] [eɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
33/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Have [hev] [həv] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
34/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Small [smᴐlo] [smᴐ:l] Addition sound 
[o] 
35/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Observations [obzerveɪʃongs] [ɒbzə'veɪʃn] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] and 
Addition [o] 
sound 
36/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Young [jaŋ] [jʌŋ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
37/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Ladies [ledɪs] [leɪdɪ]  [eɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
38/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Discourse [dɪskᴐ:so] [dɪskᴐ:s] [ᴐ:] is interfered 
by [o] 
39/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Also [olso] [ᴐ:lsəʊ] [ᴐ:] is interfered 
by [o] and [əʊ] is 
interfered by [o] 
40/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Illustrate [ɪlostreito] [ɪləstreɪt]  [ə] is interfered 
by [o], and 
addition sound 
[o] 
41/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Increase [ɪnkriso] [ɪnkri:s] Addition sound 
[o] 
42/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Knowledge [noledge] [nɒlɪdʒ] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
43/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL English [ɪngrɪʃo] [ɪŋglɪʃ] Addition [o] 
sound 
44/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL With [wiz] [wɪð] [ð] is interfered 
by [z] 
45/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Respect [rɪspekto] [rɪ'spekt] addition sound 
[o] 
46/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Speak [spiko] [spi:k] Addition [o] 
sound 
47/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Loud [raud] [ləʊd] [l] is interfered 
by [r] and [əʊ] is 
interfered by [o] 
48/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Civilized [sɪvəlaɪzo] [sɪvəlaɪz] Addition [o] 
sound 
49/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Country [kantri] [kʌntrɪ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] and [ɪ] is 
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interfered by [i] 
50/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Run [ran] [rʌn] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
51/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Peasant [peznto] [peznt] Addition sound 
[o] 
52/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Fascist [faʃisto] [fӕʃɪst] Addition [o] 
sound 
53/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Apologize [apɒloʤaiz] [ə'pɒlədʒaɪz] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] 
54/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Fault [fᴐ:lto] [fᴐ:lt] Addition [o] 
sound 
55/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Wait [weito] [weɪt] Addition [o] 
sound 
56/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Okay [okeio] [əʊ'keɪ] [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
57/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Present [prezensto] [prezəns] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
58/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL It [it] [ɪt] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
59/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Means /minzo/ /mi:nz/ Addition [o] 
sound 
60/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL American /emerikan/ /ə'merɪkən/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
61/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Embassy /embesse/ /embəsɪ/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] and [s] is 
interfered by [ss] 
62/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Full /full/ /fʊl/ [ʊ] is interfered 
by [u] 
63/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Little /litl/ /lɪtl/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
64/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Insectso /ɪnseksto/ /ɪnsekts/ Additon [o] 
sound 
65/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL In /in/ /ɪn/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
66/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL A /e/ /ə/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
67/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Person  /persn/ /pɜ:sn/ [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
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68/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Commitso /kammɪto/ /kə'mɪt/ [ə] is interfered 
[a], [m] is 
interfered by 
[mm] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
69/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Is /iz/ /ɪz/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
70/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL For /fᴐ:r/ /fᴐ:r/ Pronounced [ᴐ:] 
sound 
71/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Besto /besto/ /best/ Addition sound 
[o] 
72/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Assisto  /assisto/ /ə'sɪst/ [ə] is interfered 
by [a], [s] is 
interfered by [ss] 
and addition [o] 
sound 
73/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Newto /nju:to/ / nju:tən / Addition [o] 
sound 
74/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Potarto /potato/ / pə'teɪtəʊ / [ə] is interfered 
by [o], [eɪ] is 
interfered by [a] 
and [əʊ] is 
interfered by [o] 
75/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Wife /waife/ /weɪf/ [eɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
76/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Already /ᴐ:lridi/ /ᴐ:l'redɪ/ Pronounced [ᴐ:] 
sound, [e] is 
interfered by [i], 
[ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
77/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Missing  /misiŋ/ /mɪs.ɪŋ/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
78/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Unfortunately /anfortunetli/ /ʌnfᴐ:ʧənətlɪ/ [ʌ] is interfered 
[a], pronounced 
[ᴐ:] sound 
79/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Parentso /parento/ /peərənt/ [eə] is interfered 
by [a] 
andaddition 
sound [o] 
80/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL In /in/ /ɪn/ [ɪ] is interfereb 
by [i] 
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81/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Tokyo /tokyo/ / təʊkjəʊ / [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
82/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Oldo /oldo/ /əʊld/ [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o], addition 
sound [o] 
83/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Ploverb /proverb/ /'pravɜ:b/ [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
84/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Man /men/ /mӕn/ [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] 
85/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Girl  /gel/ /gɜ:l [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
86/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Hillside  /hilsaido/ /hɪlsaɪd/ Addition [o] 
sound 
87/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL The /de/ /ðə/ [ð] is interfered 
by [d], [ə] is 
interfered by [e] 
88/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Level  /levelo/ /levl/ Addition [o] 
sound 
89/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Banko /banko/ /bӕŋk/ [ӕ] is interfered 
b [a] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
90/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Yeso  /jeso/ /jes/ Addition [o] 
sound 
91/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Pletendo /prɪtendo  / /prɪ'tend/ Addition [o] 
sound 
92/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Good /gud/ /gʊd/ [ʊ] is interfered 
by [u] 
93/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Morning /morning/ /mᴐ:nɪŋ/ Pronounce [ᴐ:] 
sound 
94/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Cally /keli/ /kӕri/ [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] and [r] is 
interfered by [l] 
95/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL One /wan/ /wʌn/ [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
96/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Momento /momənto/ /məʊmənt/ [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
97/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Are /ar/ /ɑ:(r)/  [ɑ:] is interfered 
by [a] 
98/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Barclayso /barkliʃo/ /barkləʃ/ [ə] is interfered 
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by [i] and 
addition sound 
[o] 
99/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Or /ᴐ:r/ /ᴐ:(r)/ Pronounced [ᴐ:] 
100/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Midlando /midlando/ /mɪdlənd/ [ə] is interfered 
by [a] and 
addition [o] 
sound 
101/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Thirtyo /sɜ:tio/ /ɵɜ:tɪ/ [ɵ] is interfered 
by [s], 
pronounced  [ɜ:] 
sound, [ɪ] is 
interfered by [i], 
addition sound 
[o]  
102/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Money /mani/ /mʌnɪ/ [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a], [ɪ] is 
interfered [i] 
103/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Can /ken/ /kən/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
104/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Have /hav/ /həv/ [ə] is interfered 
[a] 
105/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Fiveso /faivso/ /faɪvs/ Addition [o] 
sound 
106/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Solly /soli/ /sɒrɪ/ [r] is interfered 
[l] 
107/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL For  /fᴐ:r/ /fᴐ:(r)/ Pronounced [ᴐ:] 
sound 
108/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Mistako /mɪsteko/ /mɪ'steɪk/ [eɪ] is interfered 
by [e], addition 
sound [o] 
109/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Piece /piso/ /pi:s/ Addition [o] 
sound 
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Table 4.3 
Under-differentiation of Phonemes 
 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Camera [kemelos] [kӕmərə]  [r] is interfered 
by [l]  
22/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Right [lait] [raɪt] [r] interfered by 
[l] 
25/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Left [refto] [left] [l] is interfered 
by [r] 
47/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Loud [raud] [ləʊd] [l] is interfered 
by [r] 
106/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Solly [soli] [sɒrɪ] [r] is interfered 
[l] 
 
Table 4.4 
Over-differentiation of Phonemes 
 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
06/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Efficient [ifiʃnto] [ɪ'fɪʃnt] Addition sound 
[o] 
09/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Television [telɪvɪʃong] [telɪvɪʒn] Addition [o] 
sound 
10/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL And [endo] [ənd] Addition [o] 
sound 
14/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Card [kardo] [kɑ:d] Added by [o] 
sound 
18/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL On [ongo] [ɒn] Addition [o] 
sound 
19/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Political [polɪtɪkolo] [pə'lɪtɪkl] Addition sound 
[o] 
20/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Point [pᴐinto] [pᴐɪnt] Addition sound 
[o] 
23/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Wing [wiŋgo] [wɪŋ] Addition [o] 
sound 
25/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Left [refto] [left] Addition sound 
[o] 
26/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Am [amo] [əm] Addition sound 
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[o] 
29/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Learning [lerniŋgo] [lɜ:niŋ] Addition [o] 
sound 
30/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL English [ɪŋgolɪʃ] [ɪŋglɪʃ] Addition [o] 
sound 
31/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Please [plizo] [pli:z] Addition [o] 
sound 
34/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Small [smᴐlo] [smᴐ:l] Addition sound 
[o] 
35/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Observations [obzerveɪʃongs] [ɒbzə'veɪʃn] Addition [o] 
sound 
40/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Illustrate [ɪlostreito] [ɪləstreɪt] Addition sound 
[o] 
41/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Increase [ɪnkriso] [ɪnkri:s] Addition sound 
[o] 
43/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL English [ɪngrɪʃo] [ɪŋglɪʃ] Addition [o] 
sound 
45/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Respect [rɪspekto] [rɪ'spekt] Addition sound 
[o] 
46/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Speak [spiko] [spi:k] Addition [o] 
sound 
48/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Civilized [sɪvəlaɪzo] [sɪvəlaɪz] Addition [o] 
sound 
51/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Peasant [peznto] [peznt] Addition sound 
[o] 
52/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Fascist [faʃisto] [fӕʃɪst] Addition [o] 
sound 
54/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Fault [fᴐ:lto] [fᴐ:lt] Addition [o] 
sound 
55/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Wait [weito] [weɪt] Addition [o] 
sound 
56/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Okay [okeio] [əʊ'keɪ] Addition sound 
[o] 
57/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Present [prezensto] [prezəns] Addition [o] 
sound 
59/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Means [minzo] [mi:nz] Addition [o] 
sound 
64/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Insectso [ɪnseksto] [ɪnsekts] Additon [o] 
sound 
68/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Commitso [kammɪto] [kə'mɪt] Addition [o] 
sound 
71/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Besto [besto] [best] Addition sound 
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[o] 
72/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Assisto  [assisto] [ə'sɪst] Addition [o] 
sound 
73/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Newto [nju:to] [nju:tən] Addition [o] 
sound 
79/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Parentso [parento] [peərənt] Addition sound 
[o] 
82/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Oldo [oldo] [əʊld] Addition sound 
[o] 
86/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Hillside  [hilsaido] [hɪlsaɪd] Addition [o] 
sound 
88/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Level  [levelo] [levl] Addition [o] 
sound 
89/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Banko [banko] [bӕŋk] Addition [o] 
sound 
90/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Yeso  [jeso] [jes] Addition [o] 
sound 
91/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Pletendo [prɪtendo] [prɪ'tend] Addition [o] 
sound 
98/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Barclayso [barkliʃo] [barkləʃ] Addition sound 
[o] 
100/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Midlando [midlando] [mɪdlənd] Addition [o] 
sound 
101/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Thirtyo [sɜ:tio] [ɵɜ:tɪ] Addition sound 
[o]  
105/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Fiveso [faivso] [faɪvs] Addition [o] 
sound 
108/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Mistako [mɪsteko] [mɪ'steɪk] Addition sound 
[o] 
109/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Piece [piso] [pi:s] Addition [o] 
sound 
 
 
Table 4.6 
Actual Phone Substitution 
 
Code Word Japanese 
Speaker 
Pronunciation 
Correct 
Pronunciation 
Information 
01/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Not [not] [nɒt] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
02/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL So [so] [səʊ] [əʊ] is interfered 
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by [o] 
03/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japanese [japeniz] [jӕpə'nɪez] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [a] and [ə] is 
interfered by [e] 
04/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Much [maʧ] [mʌʧ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
06/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Efficient [ifiʃnto] [ɪ'fɪʃnt] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i]  
07/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Maker [meker] [meɪkər] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
10/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL And [endo] [ənd] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
11/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Camera [kemelos] [kӕmərə] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] and [ə] is 
interfered by [o] 
12/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL My [ma] [maɪ] [aɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
13/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Name [nem] [naɪm] [aɪ] is interfered 
by [e] 
14/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Card [kardo] [kɑ:d] [ɑ:] is interfered 
by [a] 
15/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Of [ov] [əv] [ə] is interfered 
by [o] 
16/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Electronics [ilektrɒniks] [ɪlek'trɒnɪks] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
17/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Depends [dipends] [dɪpend] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
18/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL On [ongo] [ɒn] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
19/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Political [polɪtɪkolo] [pə'lɪtɪkl] [ə] is interfered 
by [o] 
21/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Japan [japan] [jəpӕn] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] and [ӕ] is 
interfered by [a] 
24/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL China [caine] [cainə] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
26/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Am [amo] [əm] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] 
27/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Happy [hepi] [hӕpi] [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] 
28/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Be [bi] [bɪ] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
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29/SE.1/EPS.1/MYL Learning [lerniŋgo] [lɜ:niŋ] [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
32/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL May [ma] [meɪ] [eɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
33/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Have [hev] [həv] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
35/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Observations [obzerveɪʃongs] [ɒbzə'veɪʃn] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
36/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Young [jaŋ] [jʌŋ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
37/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Ladies [ledɪs] [leɪdɪ]  [eɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
39/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Also [ᴐ:lso] [ᴐ:lsəʊ] [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
40/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Illustrate [ɪlostreito] [ɪləstreɪt] [ə] is interfered 
by [o] 
42/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Knowledge [noledge] [nɒlɪdʒ] [ɒ] is interfered 
by [o] 
44/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL With [wiz] [wɪð] [ð] is interfered 
by [z] 
47/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Loud [raud] [ləʊd]  [əʊ] is 
interfered by [o] 
49/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Country [kantri] [kʌntrɪ] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] and [ɪ] is 
interfered by [i] 
50/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Run [ran] [rʌn] [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
53/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Apologize [apɒloʤaiz] [ə'pɒlədʒaɪz] [ə] is interfered 
by [a] 
56/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Okay [okeio] [əʊ'keɪ] [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
57/SE.1/EPS.2/MYL Present [prezensto] [prezəns] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
58/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL It [it] [ɪt] [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
60/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL American [emerikan [ə'merɪkən] [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
61/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Embassy /embesse/ /embəsɪ/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
62/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Full /full/ /fʊl/ [ʊ] is interfered 
by [u] 
63/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Little /litl/ /lɪtl/ [ɪ] is interfered 
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by [i] 
65/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL In /in/ /ɪn/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
66/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL A /e/ /ə/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
67/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Person  /persn/ /pɜ:sn/ [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
68/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Commitso /kammɪto/ /kə'mɪt/ [ə] is interfered 
[a] 
69/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Is /iz/ /ɪz/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
72/SE.1/EPS.3/MYL Assisto  /assisto/ /ə'sɪst/ [ə] is interfered 
by [a] 
74/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Potarto /potato/ / pə'teɪtəʊ / [ə] is interfered 
by [o], [eɪ] is 
interfered by [a] 
and [əʊ] is 
interfered by [o] 
75/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Wife /waife/ /weɪf/ [eɪ] is interfered 
by [a] 
76/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Already /ᴐ:lridi/ /ᴐ:l'redɪ/ [e] is interfered 
by [i], [ɪ] is 
interfered by [i] 
77/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Missing  /misiŋ/ /mɪs.ɪŋ/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
78/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Unfortunately /anfortunetli/ /ʌnfᴐ:ʧənətlɪ/ [ʌ] is interfered 
[a] 
79/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Parentso /parento/ /peərənt/ [eə] is interfered 
by [a]  
80/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL In /in/ /ɪn/ [ɪ] is interfered 
by [i] 
81/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Tokyo /tokyo/ / təʊkjəʊ / [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
82/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Oldo /oldo/ /əʊld/ [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
83/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Ploverb /proverb/ /'pravɜ:b/ [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
84/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Man /men/ /mӕn/ [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] 
85/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL Girl  /gel/ /gɜ:l [ɜ:] is interfered 
by [e] 
87/SE.1/EPS.4/MYL The /de/ /ðə/ [ð] is interfered 
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by [d], [ə] is 
interfered by [e] 
89/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Banko /banko/ /bӕŋk/ [ӕ] is interfered 
b [a] 
92/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Good /gud/ /gʊd/ [ʊ] is interfered 
by [u] 
94/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Cally /keli/ /kӕri/ [ӕ] is interfered 
by [e] 
95/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL One /wan/ /wʌn/ [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a] 
96/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Momento /momənto/ /məʊmənt/ [əʊ] is interfered 
by [o] 
97/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Are /ar/ /ɑ:(r)/  [ɑ:] is interfered 
by [a] 
98/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Barclayso /barkliʃo/ /barkləʃ/ [ə] is interfered 
by [i] 
100/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Midlando /midlando/ /mɪdlənd/ [ə] is interfered 
by [a] 
101/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Thirtyo /sɜ:tio/ /ɵɜ:tɪ/ [ɵ] is interfered 
by [s], 
pronounced  [ɜ:] 
sound, [ɪ] is 
interfered by [i] 
102/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Money /mani/ /mʌnɪ/ [ʌ] is interfered 
by [a], [ɪ] is 
interfered [i] 
103/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Can /ken/ /kən/ [ə] is interfered 
by [e] 
104/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Have /hav/ /həv/ [ə] is interfered 
[a] 
108/SE.1/EPS.5/MYL Mistako /mɪsteko/ /mɪ'steɪk/ [eɪ] is interfered 
by [e] 
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Script of Mind Your Language Video (1-5 Episodes) 
 
-Principal‟s Office- 
Knock the door 
Principle : Enter! 
Ali  : Excusing me please lady 
Principle : Yes, what is it? 
Ali  : I am coming to be learning the English 
Principle : You‟re early  
Ali  : No, I am Ali 
Principle : I beg your pardon 
Ali  : My name is Ali. Ali Nadim. I am coming here for 
to be learning the English 
Principle : Yes! Yes! You wish to join our new class, English 
as a foreign language. 
Ali  : Yes, please! And I am hopping to unrolled. 
Principle : Hopping to be unrolled? 
Ali  : Like it say in your sillybus. 
Principle : You mean you‟re hoping to be enrolled. 
Ali  : That is what I say “hopping to be unrolled”. 
Principle : I‟m afraid you cannot be unrolled… enrolled until 
the English teacher arrives. She should be here in a few 
minutes. In the meanwhile, perhaps you‟d care to wait in the 
classroom. Just go down in the corridor, turn left at the 
bottom and wait in the room number five. Understand? 
Ali  : No 
Principle : I‟ll start again. Go down in the corridor 
Ali : Down in the corridor 
Principle : Good. Turn left 
Ali  : Turn left 
Principle : Right! 
Ali  : You are confusing me. Left or right? 
Principle : Left! Look! You just go down the corridor, turn 
left and wait in the room five! Room five! 
Ali  : Now, I am understanding you! Room five. 
Principle : Yes 
Ali  : Thank you. 
Ali  : Oh dear, I am not going where I am looking 
Teacher : No, no! I wasn‟t looking where I was going 
Ali  : That makes the two of us! Excuse me Sir 
Teacher knocks the door 
Principle : Enter 
Teacher : Mrs. Courtney 
Principle : Miss 
Teacher : Oh sorry! I‟m your new teacher Jeremy Brown, B. 
A. Oxon 
Principle : You‟re a man 
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Teacher : Yes 
Principle : This is most unsatisfactory! This won‟t do at all 
Teacher : I assure you my credentials are impeccable 
Principle : Academically perhaps, but I‟m talking about sex 
Teacher : I also assure you that my morals are perfectly 
respectable too 
Principle : I‟m referring to the fact that you are a man. I 
distinctly requested the Local Authority to send me a woman 
teacher. Especially, after the unfortunate incident involving 
Mr. Warburton. 
Teacher : Mr. Warburton? 
Principle : Yes. He was teaching English to foreign students 
last term. I‟m afraid he only lasted a month, then he departed 
Teacher : Dead? 
Principle : Demented. Yes, the strain was too much for him. 
Typical of the male sex! No stamina. He seemed to be able to 
cope at first, but one day he just snapped. It was really 
quite disgusting 
Teacher : Really? What did he do? 
Principle : Climbed out of the classroom window and on to the 
roof. Took all his clothes off and stood there stark naked. 
Singing “I‟ve got a lovely bunch of coconuts”. 
Teacher : How distressing! Still you mustn‟t worry on my 
account. I‟m not likely to climb out of the classroom window 
Principle : I know you aren‟t 
Teacher : Thank you for your confidence 
Principle : It‟s got nothing to do with confidence. We‟ve had 
the window frames nailed down 
Teacher : How very thoughtful! Well, I would appreciate the 
job Mrs. Courtney 
Principle : Miss 
Teacher : Miss Courtney. I‟m quailed and I need a job! What 
with the economic situation and inflation and… 
Principle : Alright, there‟s no need to whimper. You can 
start immediately 
Teacher : Thank you 
Principal : On a month‟s trial 
Teacher : Thank you 
Principal : If you last that long 
Teacher : I‟ll do my best. Where will I find my students? 
Principle : Room five, down the corridor and turn left 
Teacher : Right. I‟m looking forward to meeting them! I‟m 
sure we‟re all going to get along extremely well 
In the Class. 
Teacher : Good evening 
Teacher : Good evening. Quiet please! Silence! 
  I‟m pleased to meet you all 
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  : We are also pleasing to be meeting with you 
Teacher : I am Brown 
Ali  : Oh, no. You are committing a mistake. 
Teacher : Mistake? 
Ali  : Yes, please! You are not brown! We are brown! You 
are white 
Teacher : My name is Brown. I‟m your teacher 
Giovanni : Ah, you proffessori 
Teacher : Yes 
Giovanni : Silenzio 
Teacher : Thank you. Would you all like to sit down? Sit 
down! 
  In fact, I‟ll take a note of all your names, 
nationalities and occupations 
Juan  : Por favore senor 
Teacher : Yes 
Juan  : Es la Primera ves que vengo. Es esta la clase 
para aprender ingles? 
Teacher : Well, I haven‟t the faintest idea what you‟re 
saying. But I‟m sure you‟re not trying to find the needle-work 
class 
Juan  : Por favore 
Teacher : It doesn‟t matter. Have a seat! 
Juan  : Por favore? 
Teacher : Sit down! 
Juan  : Ah si 
Teacher : No, not there 
Juan  : Por Favore 
Teacher : Over there 
  Right! I‟ll just go around the class and take your 
names. 
  Yes, what is your name? 
Max  : Maximillion Andrea Archimedes Papandrios 
Teacher : Yes. I‟ll just put you down as Max. 
  I take it you‟re Greek. 
Max  : Is right! From Athens 
Teacher : And what is your job? 
Max  : I walk with sheeps 
Teacher : You walk with sheeps? 
  A shepherd! You work on a farm? 
Max  : No, no! Not a farm 
Teacher : But you said you work with sheep. 
Max  : No, no, Sheeps. Big sheeps 
Teacher : Ah, ships? 
Max  : Yes, sheeps, tonkers. 
Teacher : Tonkers? Ah tankers! 
Greek  : Is right. I walk in office 
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Teacher : Thank you 
  And your name? 
Ann  : Anna Schmidt Jairman au pair. 
Teacher : Ah, the usual German efficiency 
Anna  : Jairmans are always efficient 
Taro  : Not so 
  Japanes much more efficiento 
Anna  : Nein Jairmans are zer best 
Taro  : Japanese maker much better television ando 
camelas 
Teacher : Please, please. Let‟s have no racialism. 
  In this class, all are equal. 
  Your name? 
Giovanni : Giovanni Cupello! Italian! 
Teacher : What do you work? 
Giovanni : I work inna Ristorante dei Populi 
Teacher : A waiter? 
Giovanni : No, not a waiter. A cookada 
Teacher : A cookada? 
Giovanni : A cookada ravioli, daspaghetti, dalasagne. I 
cookada everything. 
Teacher : A chef? 
Giovanni : Okay 
Teacher : Your name? 
Jamila : (Speak India Language) 
Teacher : What is your name? 
Jamila : (Speak India Language) 
Teacher : Me, Jeremy Brown! You? 
Jamila : (Speak India Language) 
Teacher : Max, Anna Schmidt, Giovanni Cuppello. You? 
Jamila : (Speak India Language) 
Teacher : Yes, yes write your name down! Good, good. 
Indian writes her name in the white board 
Teacher : Not good. I need your name in English 
Jamila : Not good? 
Teacher : Not good. 
Jamila : (Speak India Language) 
Teacher : Aha, Certificate of registration! Jamila Ranjha! 
Housewife. Thank you. 
  And your name? 
Ali  : I‟m Ali Nadim! From Lahor. I‟m working at the 
moment not anywhere at all. 
Teacher : You are unemployed? 
Ali  : Yes please. Only one day a week, I am working. 
Teacher : And what do you do then? 
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Ali  : I am going to the unemployment exchange to be 
collecting my money. Cor blimey! I get more money for not be 
working than I‟m working 
Teacher : And before you discovered this secret of eternal 
wealth, what did you do? 
Pakistan : I worked at Taj Mahal 
Teacher : In Dehli? 
Pakistan : No, Putney. The Taj Mahal Tandoori Restaurant. 
Very good chapatti and popadom. 
Punjab : A thousand apologies for my lateness. The omnibus 
was going backwards. 
Teacher : I‟m sure there must be a more logical 
explanation. 
Punjab : It is the absolute truth! I was told to be 
talking a number 27 omnibus. And I complied, but I went in a 
backward direction 
Teacher : I think you meant it was going the other way 
Punjab  : That is the gist of what I am saying! A 
thousand apologies 
Teacher : It‟s all right! Perhaps you‟d like to sit next to 
Ali, your countyman 
Punjab : I cannot sit there! It is impossible   
Teacher : Why is it impossible? 
Punjab : I‟m Sikh. 
Teacher : Oh, dear. I hope it‟s not contagious! Perhaps you 
ought ot come back when you are better? 
Punjab : I do not comprehend gist of you conversation 
Teacher : You said you were sick. 
Punjab : No, no, no I am not referring to my physical of 
mine 
Teacher : How do you feel about Roman Catholics 
Punjab : I treat them likes my brothers 
Teacher : Good, go and sit next to Giovanni. 
Punjab : Barbarian 
Pakistan : Infidel 
Teacher : Gentlemen please! You are here to learn English 
not start a holy war. 
  What is your name? 
Punjab : Ranjeet Singh 
Teacher : And from which country? 
Punjab : Punjab 
Teacher : Good, what is your job? 
Punjab : I‟m very important member of British underground 
Teacher : The underground what? 
Punjab : Just the underground. Mind the doors 
Teacher : Oh, that underground. 
  And your name? 
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Japan : Taro Nagazumi. My name cardo! Japanese. Representative 
of Bushedo Electonics. 
Teacher : Vely good. Very good 
  And finally, your name? 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Teacher : Your name. What is your name? 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Italian : Nome   
Spanish : Ah, nome, si. Juan Cervantes para Seville 
Teacher : No need to ask what nationality you are 
Spanish : Por Favore 
Teacher : Spanish 
Spanish : Por favore 
Teacher : What is your job? 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Italian : Trabaje 
Spanish : Ah si! Tree laggers 
Italian : You lag trees? 
Spanish : Si, 1 Jeentonic, 2 whisky coka, tree laggers 
Teacher : Three lagers 
Spanish : Si 
Teacher : You work in a bar 
Spanish : Bar, si 
Principle : Well, Mr. Brown 
Teacher : Yes thank you. Apart from one attempted and a 
possible race riot. I think we‟re coping reasonably well 
Principle : I‟ve come to inform you about the registration 
fees for the students. It‟s 5 pounds per head. I‟ll be 
grateful if you would collect the money and bring it to my 
office in you tea break 
Teacher : Right, I‟ll do that 
Principle : Well, we have one thing to be grateful for 
anyway. Sex won‟t be rearing its ugly little head 
Teacher : I beg your pardon 
Principle : From my past experience, it isn‟t race or 
religion that causes the problem. It‟s usually the presence of 
some foreign beauty, jealousies, intrigues all that sort of 
thing. 
Teacher : Yes, well looking at my class, I don‟t think 
we‟ll be to bothered with anything like that 
France : I come to learn English „Ave. I come to ze right 
place? 
--- 
 
Teacher knocks the door 
Principle : Enter 
Teacher : Mrs. Courtney 
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Principle : Miss 
Teacher : Miss! I‟ve just brought the registration fees for 
the students 
Principle : Good! Now how many students have you? 
Teacher : Nine 
Principle : So, there‟s 45 pounds in here 
Teacher : That depends on the rate of exchange 
Principle : I don‟t quite follow you 
Teacher : Not at all of them had 5 pounds in English money. 
So I collected 29,50 in Sterling and the rest is made up of 
2000 yen, 3000 lira, 250 pesetas, 75 drachmas, 50 francs and 
12 deutchmarks. According to this morning‟s financial paper, 
that should give us a profit of 1045,5 pounds. 
Principle : Then I suggest you take it to the bank in the 
morning and convert it into English currency 
Teacher : Right, I‟ll do that 
Principle : By the way, how‟s the femme fatala? 
Teacher : Ah yes, Danielle. At the moment, she‟s in the tea 
room with Italy, Spain and Greece. Trying to establish 
diplomatic relations 
Principle : I hope she‟s not going to cause any bother 
Teacher : Oh no, I‟m sure she won‟t 
Italy : Look, I‟m going to sitta here. 
Greek : No, it is me who is going to be sitting here 
Italy : Before you were sitting over dair 
Greek : And before you were sitta over dair 
Italy : You take a damick 
Greek : Who? Me? 
Italy : You go back and sit where you were before 
Greek : No, I sit here 
Italy : You not sitt here 
Greek : Who is gonna be stopping me? 
Italy : Me! Yourself? You think you‟re tough! Come outside 
Greek : Hokay 
Teacher : Where are you going? 
Italy : We go houtside to havada punch down 
Teacher : You mean a punch up 
Greek : I‟m going to – how you say – knock his bloody block off 
Italy : We see who‟s bloody blocka is knockered off 
Teacher : Now just a minute! What is all about? 
Italy : I tella you Mr. White 
Teacher : Brown 
Italy : Scusi! Is all about where we sit 
Teacher : What‟s wrong with where you‟re sitting before? 
Italy : Litsa my eyes professori! I gotta sitta nearer de 
front. Here 
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Teacher : I see! And I suppose it‟s got nothing to do with 
the fact that Danielle is sitting here too 
Italy : She is? I never noticed. You see itsa my eyes! I‟m 
little shorta sighted 
Greek : And also a much beega liar 
Italy : It‟s not true Mr. Green 
Teacher : The name is Brown 
Italy : You see! I‟m a colour blind as well 
Teacher : And Max, I suppose you‟ve got trouble with your 
eyes as well 
Greek : No, no, no! My eyes are hokay. It‟s my hears. I am not 
hearing very well 
Teacher : That‟s a likely story 
Greek : What you say? 
Teacher : I say you both go back and sit where you were 
sitting before now 
Frances : I hope you don‟t think I was –how you say- too 
forward 
Teacher : No, no! I‟m sure you weren‟t in any way to blame 
at all 
Ali nadim : Teacher please! 
China : Mr. Blown 
Teacher : Yes 
China : Prease folgive my rateness! I apologize but I rost my 
way 
Teacher :Not to worry! What is your name? 
China : Chung Su Lee 
Teacher : Su Lee 
Teacher : Where are you from? 
China : Democlatic Lepublic of China 
Teacher : And what is your job? 
China : Secletaly! Chinese Dipromat 
Teacher : Very nice. Right! Where shall we put you? 
  Taro! How are relations between Japan and China? 
Japan : Depends on political viewpoint. Japan light wingo! 
China refto wingo 
Teacher : I see! Are you light wingo or reft wingo? Right 
or left. 
China : I forrow teaching or chairman Mao. 
Teacher : In that case, You‟d better sit next to Jamila, 
the Indian lady. Alright? 
China : Thank you 
Teacher : Right, now we will start by learning a few basic 
English verbs. And firstly, we will take the verb „to be‟ 
Students : Ta be – To be 
Teacher : I am English, you are Chinese, he is Italian. She 
is French 
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Ranjit : He is barbarian 
Ali nadim : And you are asking for a kick up your big brown 
backside 
Teacher : Pay attention please 
  I am 
Students : I am 
Teacher : You are 
Students : You are 
Teacher : He, she or it is 
Students : He, she or it is 
Teacher : We are 
Students : We are 
Teacher : You are 
Students : You are 
Teacher : They are 
Students : They are 
Teacher : Now I‟ll go round the class and ask you each to 
give me a sentence using the verb to be. Taro “I am” 
Japan : I amo very happy to be learningo Engolish 
Teacher : Good! Giovanni, “he is” 
Italy : He isada fool 
Teacher : Good but not isada! He is a fool 
Italy : Yes he is a fool 
Teacher : Max “she is” 
Greek : She is beautiful, she is wonderful, she is… 
Teacher : Yes, yes, thank you Max! That will do 
  Juan, “it is” 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Teacher : It is 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Teacher : It is raining 
Italy : It is raining 
Spanish : (speak Spanish language) 
Italy : It is raining 
Spanish and Italy speak with their language 
Teacher : We‟ll skip you for the moment 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Teacher : It doesn‟t matter! Sit down. 
  Su Lee, “it is” 
China : It is duty of evely citizen to everthlow impelial 
Warmongers. So say chairman Mao 
Teacher : Yes, well that‟s his opinion! Good, good 
  Danielle, “we are” 
French : We are lucky to „ave such a good „andsome teacher 
Teacher : Quiet please! Thank you 
  Ali, “you are” 
  You are… 
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Ali  : You are waiting for me to speak an answer 
Teacher : Well done 
Ali  : Unfortunately, I am not understanding the 
question 
Teacher : I want you to give me a sentence using “you are” 
Ali  : I am 
Teacher : No, not “I am”, “you are”! For example, you are 
from Pakistan 
Ali  : I am from Pakistan 
Teacher : Yes but now use “you are” 
Ali  : But I cannot say you are from Pakistan because 
you are not, are you? 
Teacher : Repeat after me 
  You are English 
Ali  : No, I‟m not. I‟m from Pakistan. 
Teacher : What am I? 
Ali  : You are confusing me 
NAjeet  : You are stupid poof 
Ali  : Don‟t you call me poof 
Najeet  : Poof 
Teacher : Sit down please! Quite 
  There‟s really not much more we can do. Until you 
all get your text books! But what I would like to you to do is 
some homework. Alright, I want you each to write an essay. A 
short story about your life here in England. The things you 
do, the things you like. I‟ll see you on Wednesday. 
  Ah Mrs. Courtney 
Principle : Miss 
Teacher : Miss 
  I‟ve just dismissed the class for tonight! I think 
we‟ve covered all we can for the first session. 
Principle : You look a trifle under the weather. Job getting 
you down already? 
Teacher : No, no I‟m fine! Never flat better. There‟s just 
one thing tough 
Principle : Yes 
Teacher : That window you nailed down! The one Mr. Warbuton 
climbed of  
Principle : What about it? 
Teacher : I think I ought to put a few more nails in it. 
 
EPISODE 2 – An Inspector Calls 
Principle : Excuse me young man 
Spanish : Si senora 
Principle : Are you in Mr. Brown‟s class? 
Spanish : Por favore 
Principle : Mr. Brown‟s class! Brown! Mr. Brown! 
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Spanish : Ah si! Juan Cervantes 
Principle : Yes, but are you in Mr. Brown‟s class? 
  English as a foreign language? 
Spanish : Por favore? 
Principle : Are you really as stupid as you look? 
  Excuse me. You are in Mr. Brown‟s class , aren‟t 
you? 
Indian : (speak India language) 
Principle : Are you or aren‟t you? 
  Doesn‟t Mr. Brown teach you anything? 
Spanish : For favore? 
Principle : You. 
RAnjeet : Yes please missy 
  Can I be assisting you in any way whatsoever? 
Principle : At last a breakthrough. 
  Are you  in Mr. Brown‟s class? 
Ranjeet : No, I‟m in corridor  
Principle : Do you think you could give him a message? 
Ranjeet : Certainly 
Principle : I am Miss Courtney 
Ranjeet : I am Ranjeet Singh 
Principle : Just at this particular moment, I‟m not really 
bothered in who you are. I just want you to give Mr. 
Brown a message 
Ranjeet : I will be very happy to comply with your request 
Principle : Would you tell Mr. Brown I would like a word with 
him 
Ranjeet : Most certainly. Which word would you like? 
Principle : Just say I want to speak to him. 
  Foreigners! 
Teacher : Quiet please! Settled down 
  Good evening! 
  So we appear to be some missing I hope they haven‟t 
dropped out 
Ali  : Please it would not be surprising me. I am always 
thinking that Sikh, son of Guru, was a Punjabi drop 
out 
Ranjeet : I am hearing what you are saying, you miserable 
spawn of ajackal  
Teacher : Don‟t you two start again. Actually, you are late 
again 
Ranjeet : A thousand apologies for this unforgivable 
tardiness. But we were all unavoidably detained in 
the corridor by a lady 
Spanish : Si, si 
Teacher : Do I take it Juan that you understood what Ranjeet 
was saying? 
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Spanish : Por favore? 
Teacher : Sorry I asked. Who was this lady who detained you 
in the corridor? 
Ranjeet : Oh blimey. I am forgetting her name. She was big 
lady, very large bosoms. 
Spanish : Grandioso, very good. 
Teacher : Yes, well while you are trying to remember her 
name, perhaps you‟d better sit down. 
 Now I hope you‟ve all done your homework. 
Ranjeet : Excuse me please! I am remembering the name. Missy 
Courtney 
Teacher : Miss Coutney 
Ranjeet : Yes absolutely 
Teacher : The lady with the large bosoms. 
Ranjeet : She is wanting to see you. 
Teacher : Well, she‟ll just have to wait  
Ali : Excuse me please! She is already waiting. 
Teacher : She may be the principle but I have a class to 
teach! Now as I saying… 
 Ah Miss large… Miss Courtney 
 I was just on my way to see you actually 
Principle : That‟s not the impression I got 
Teacher : I shan‟t be a moment class 
Principle : It‟s all right, don‟t bother. I‟m here only to 
tell you that you can expect another student 
Teacher : Jolly good. The more the merrier 
Principle : You‟re not here to make merry Mr. Brown 
Teacher : No, it was just a figure of speech 
Principle : You‟d better try to teach a few figures of speech 
to your students. They seem to be in need of it  
Teacher : I‟m doing my best. 
 Miss Courtney? 
Principle : Yes 
Teacher : This new student! What nationality can I expect? 
Principle : African 
Teacher : African! Thank you 
 Remember I asked you to write an essay or short 
story about your life here in England. I hope you‟ve 
all done so, have you? 
 Good! Good! I‟ll go around the class and ask each of 
you to read out what you‟ve written. Anna, should we 
start with you? 
Anna : My life in England by Anna Schmidt. 
Teacher : Good! Very good 
 Yeah but go on 
Anna : There‟s no more 
Teacher : You mean that‟s all there is? 
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Anna : Ya. I have no time to write more! I always that 
Mrs. Valker is keeping me busy. Anna do this – Anna 
do that! She is a slavedriver that Mrs. Valker  
Teacher : Walker? 
Anna : Vat? 
Teacher : W is pronounced “weh”! Your employer‟s name is 
Walker 
Anna : Ya, Valker. Do you know how many shirts Mrs. 
Valker make me iron last night? 
Teacher : Walker 
Anna : Ya, Valker. Twelve! Then I had to prepare a meal 
for the bitch. 
Teacher : Anna, she may be a hard taskmistress but I don‟t 
think you ought to call her that. 
Anna : Who? 
Teacher : Mrs. Valker… Walker 
Anna : I vas meaning the dog bitch 
Teacher : Oh I see 
Anna : That is vy I am having no time for the homework 
Teacher : Well, not to worry! You really must concentrate on 
those „double u‟ sounds 
 Danielle, would you like to read us your essay? 
Anna : Oui. What I like about England! By Mamselle 
Danielle Favre. Telephone 2468021 
Teacher : Good! Carry on 
Giovani : Scusi (excuse) 
Teacher : Yes, Geovanni 
Geovanni : Was it 8021 or 8012? 
Teacher : 8012! Look, never mind what number it was. You‟re 
here to improve your English not chat up other 
students. 
Geovanni : You are absolutely right professori! It‟s just I‟d 
like to improve my French as well. 
Teacher : You can do that in your own time. 
 Carry on Danielle 
Danielle : Zank you. I like England because ze grass is so 
green, and ze pople are so nice 
Teacher : People 
Danielle : Yes. Especially ze man 
Teacher : Quite! Quite! 
Danielle : Englishmen are so charming, so handsome and so 
sexy. 
Teacher : Silence please! 
 Yeah, I think that will do Danielle 
Danielle : But I have more written much more… all about the 
things I like to do at night 
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Teacher : Yes well, I don‟t think we‟d better go into those. 
I‟ll be reading all your essays later. 
 Jamila, I don‟t suppose you‟ve written anything, 
have you? 
Jamila : (speak India language) 
Teacher : Written... anything? 
 No 
Jamila : No 
Teacher : You really must start to speak a little, Jamila… 
speak 
Jamila : (speak India language) 
Teacher : No, no! In English! You must try to speak in 
English. 
 Look! Try saying good evening. 
Jamila : Ha? 
Teacher : All right. Let‟s start with „good‟! good, good. 
 It‟s not difficult! Come on! Good, good. 
 You nearly said it then! Come on! Good. 
All students : Good 
Teacher : Please! No prompting 
Jamila : Gud 
Teacher : Excellent! Well done 
 Now try „evening‟! „evening‟ 
 It‟s not difficult Jamila! Go on! Evening! 
 Yes, yes! Come on! 
Jamila : Gud 
Teacher : I know you can say „good‟. Say „evening‟. Evening 
Jamila : Efening! Efening! Efening! 
Teacher : Good 
Jamila : Efening 
Teacher : Now put them together! Good evening 
Jamila : Gud efening 
Then Jamila go around class and say „gud efening‟ to her 
friends 
Teacher : Very good Jamila 
 Well done 
 We‟ll try some new words later. 
 Now, Su Lee, have you written anything? 
Su Lee : Yes, yes 
 What I rike about England. England is becoming more 
porriticarry minded and gladually more reft wing. 
The overthlow of decadent capitaristic government 
will soon take prace. As working crasses become more 
educated and emblace communism as the tlue way of 
rife. Workers levolution getting nealer with 
inevitable corrapse of impeliaristic bougiese 
interrectual  society. 
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Teacher : Yes! Well if that‟s what you like about England. I 
wouldn‟t want to hear what you didn‟t like  
Taro : Excuse pleaso 
Teacher : Yes Taro 
Taro : May I have small observations on youngo radies 
discourse. Which will also irrustrate incleased 
knowledge of Engrisho. 
Teacher : Certainly Taro! Go ahead 
Taro : With lespecto 
 Youngo rady speak road of cobras. 
Su Lee : Attitude typical of Fascist Nipponese 
Taro : Japan civilized countly noto rike China lun by 
peasant 
Su Lee : Chinese not peasants 
Taro : Japanese not Fascisto 
Teacher : Su Lee! Su Lee! Come back 
 Taro, please go and apologize 
Taro : Apologize? 
Teacher : Yes 
Taro : Noto my faulto 
Teacher : Never mind whose faulto it was! Go and apologize! 
Taro : Ah prease 
Su Lee : (speak China language) 
Taro : Waito! Waito! Waito! 
Inspector : Mrs. Courtney 
Principle : Miss 
Inspector : I‟m Roger Kenyo… from the Education Authority 
Principle : I was told they were sending an inspector round. 
But I didn‟t expect 
Inspector : He would be black 
Principle : He would be so young  
Inspector : My apologies 
 But the authority likes to check that the standards 
of the evening classes are up to par. 
Principle : I can assure you that my standards here are well 
over pall 
Inspector : I‟m glad to hear that it 
Principle : Well Mr. Kenyo, if you‟d like to come with me, 
I‟ll show you round 
Inspector : No, no please! I‟d rather just wander around on my 
own, if you don‟t mind. I usually get a much clearer 
picture that way 
Teacher : Everything all right? 
Taro : Everything‟s okay 
Su Lee : We have agleed to differ  
Teacher : Good 
Inspector : Excuse me 
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Teacher : Ah our new American 
Inspector : Pardon? 
Teacher : Yeah, I‟ve been expecting you 
Inspector : Me? 
Teacher : Yes, I was told I‟d have a new pupil 
 Look, it‟s nearly time for our tea break. So why 
don‟t you just sit at the back for a moment, and 
I‟ll get your particulars later 
Inspector : But please 
Teacher : Be a good chap! Don‟t argue, just sit down 
Inspector : All right? 
Teacher : Yes, but… 
Inspector : Sit? 
Teacher : Yes please 
Inspector : O.K. Me sit! 
In the tea room 
Seller : There you are 
  10 p! Thank you, that‟s it 
  Next 
Geovanni : You sitta here 
French : Merci 
Geovanni : I get coffee 
French : Merci 
Geovanni : Coffee black? 
French : Zank you please 
Max  : Coffee black 
Geovanni : I‟m gettada coffee for Danielle 
Max  : Too bad 
  Sugar? 
French : Merci 
Geovanni : How about a biscuit? You like a biscuit? 
French : I would like that! 
Geovanni : Good 
  I‟ll be back! 
  A packet of biscuits, please! 
Seller : Wait your turn! There‟s a queue here! Go on 
  Next 
India : Gud efening 
Seller : Yes good evening! Tea or coffee? 
India : Gud efening 
Seller : I heard you the first time! Tea or coffee? 
India : Char 
Seller : Oh, tea 
  Ten p 
India : Gud efening 
Seller : Ten p 
Teacher : I‟ll pay for that. And a coffee for me 
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Seller : And a coffee for you 
  Are you Mr. Brown? 
Teacher : Yes 
Seller : I‟ve got a message for you from her ladyship 
Teacher : Lady who? 
Seller : Miss Courtney. She‟s just been in here! She wants 
to see you 
Teacher : I know what she does want 
Principle : Yes, Mr. Brown 
Teacher : You want to see me? 
Principle : In my office! Immediately 
Teacher : Careful! That‟s coffee. You‟ll spill it 
Juan  : Por favore? 
Teacher : That‟s coffee 
Juan  : Gracias 
Teacher : Same again please 
Seller : Here you go Mr. Brown 
Teacher : Thanks 
Seller : Thank you 
Geovanni : A packet of biscuits, please! 
Seller : I‟m sorry, we haven‟t any left 
Teacher : Good! You‟ve come to have a cup of coffee? 
Authority : Coffee? 
Teacher : Yes, coffee. This stuff 
Authority : Thank you 
In the principle‟s room 
Principle : Enter 
  It has taken you 2 min 38 sec exactly to come to my 
office immediately 
  I‟m glad I didn‟t ask you to take your time 
Teacher : I‟m sorry. I was detained 
Principle : I thought I‟d better tell you that an inspector 
has arrived 
Teacher : Well my conscience is clear 
Principle : I beg your pardon? 
Teacher : Apart from the odd parking ticket, I‟ve never 
been in any trouble with the police 
Principle : An education inspector 
Teacher : Oh, I‟m sorry! How stupid of me 
Principle : Yes! Well he‟ll probably want to call in on your 
class 
Teacher : Don‟t worry. I‟ll deal with him 
Principle : You don‟t deal with inspectors from the local 
authority Mr. Brown. You cosset them and agree with 
everything they say  
Teacher : Yes I‟ll do that as well 
Principle : I expect he‟ll want to see your register 
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Teacher : My register? 
Principle : You do have a register? 
Teacher : Oh, that‟s register. Yes of course 
Principle : You‟d better call it as soon as you get back to 
your class 
  By the way while you‟re here, the local authorities 
want me to fill in a few details about you on this 
form 
I‟ve got your name 
Teacher : Yes 
Principle : Address 
Teacher : Yes 
Principle : Sex 
Teacher : Occasionally 
  Sorry 
Principle : Married? 
Teacher : No, I was engaged once 
 As a matter of fact, I proposed marriage but it 
didn‟t really work out. There was quite a lot of 
opposite  
Principle : Her father? 
Teacher : No, her husband. I didn‟t realize she was merried 
Principle : What do you do during the day? 
Teacher : Nothing at the moment, I‟m afraid. I‟m waiting 
for a suitable position 
Principle : And what was your last position? 
Teacher : I was teaching at a secondary modern school but I 
left. I couldn‟t stand any more beatings 
Principle : I didn‟t think teachers beat children any more 
Teacher : They don‟t! It was the other way round  
Principle : I think you‟d better take this form, fill it in 
yourself and give it to me later 
Teacher : Right 
Principle : And do be careful what you say to the inspector 
Teacher : Of course 
 Oh, by the way… the new student has arrived 
Principle : You wouldn‟t forget to add the name to the 
register, would you? 
In the classroom 
Max : Danielle, what you do hafter class? 
Danielle : I go back home to learn ze English  
Geovanni : Hey I‟m going to learn English as well. Maybe we 
learn together 
Danielle : Yes but what about poor Max? 
Max : Yeah. What about the poor Max? 
Geovanni : I‟m crying my eyes out 
Danielle : I have an idea 
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Max : I have lots of ideas 
Danielle : Why not you and Max study together? 
Teacher : All right class! Settle down please! Quite! 
  Now the first thing we have to do before anything 
else is to call the register 
Authority : Sorry 
Teacher : That‟s quite all right 
  I expect you‟ll have a bit of difficulty finding 
your way round at first thing will seem rather 
strange 
Authority : Yes, very strange 
Teacher : Yes 
 It must be quite a change coming from one of  the 
under-developed countries to our more advanced way 
of life 
Authority : Oh yes 
Teacher : Still, your people are doing remarkably well. Did 
you fly here? 
Authority : Fly? 
What do you mean, Bwana? 
Teacher : Fly! In a big iron bird 
 Quite a change from riding an elephant. Unless you 
came by Jumbo 
 English joke 
Authority : Very funny 
Teacher : Perhaps you‟d better sit down 
 Now, I‟m gonna call out your names 
 Will you please answer present   
Ali : Present  
Teacher : Yes Ali, but wait until I call your name out 
Ali : Sorry please 
Teacher : Ranjeet Singh 
Ranjeet : Present and correct please 
Teacher : Giovanni Cuppello 
Giovanni : Si proffessori 
Teacher : No Giovanni! Not proffessori 
Giovanni : No proffessori 
Teacher : No, you should address me as Sir 
Giovanni : Sir 
Teacher : Yes 
Giovanni : Now I understand. You have been togetta knotted 
Teacher : Come again 
Giovanni : To become a Sir, you got Knotteda by Queen 
Teacher : The word is knighted! And I‟m not the kind of sir 
  Maximillian Papandrious 
 Maximillian Papandrious 
Anna  : Mr. Brown is speaking to you 
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Max  : Is he? 
  Oh sorry, you want something? 
Teacher : Are you here or not? 
Max  : Sure I‟m here 
Teacher : Taro Nagazumi 
Taro  : Ah so. Presento 
Teacher : Anna Schmidt 
Anna  : Ja, present 
Teacher : Su Lee Chung 
Su Lee  : Plesento 
Teacher : Ali Nadim 
Ali  : Gift 
Teacher : Gift? 
Ali  : I‟m surprising you, no? Each day I‟m leaning new 
English word and I finding that gift is another 
word for present. 
Teacher : Very ingenious 
Ali : Thank you very much 
Teacher : Danielle Favre 
Danielle : Presente and I‟m all here 
Teacher : I can see that 
  Jamila Ranjha! Ranjha 
Jamila : Gud efening 
Teacher : And yes you‟re here! And Juan Cervantes. 
Juan : Por favore 
Teacher : Present 
Juan : Por favore 
Teacher : You are here 
Juan : Present 
Teacher : I‟d better take down your particulars otherwise I 
may get into hot water 
Ali : You are going to have a hot bath? 
Teacher : No Ali, it‟s just another way of saying I may get 
into trouble 
Ranjeet : Oh dear! You have been committing some grievous 
misdemeanour? 
Teacher : Not at all. There‟s an inspector from the local 
education authority coming around 
Giovanni : The big boss 
Ranjeet : Yes 
Teacher : I suppose you could say that. But from my 
experience they‟re usually interfering old fogies 
Authority : You don‟t like them? 
Teacher : Not particularly. Frankly, they‟re quite useless 
and they are as outdated as their teaching methods. 
I mean, what is the point of learning past 
participles. Cognate objects or subordinate 
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clauses? Far more useful to try to teach foreign 
students how to order a meal or find accommodations 
Authority : You appear to have some unique ideas 
Teacher : I suppose I have. You know you speak English 
fairly well 
Authority : Thank you 
Teacher : What is your name? 
Authority : Roger Kenyo 
Teacher : Roger Kenyo 
 Ah miss Courtney! I‟m just completing the register 
and getting the details of our new student before 
that inspector chappie pokes his nose in 
Principle : Oh no 
  Mr. Brown 
Teacher : I shan‟t be a moment Miss Courtney 
  What is your job? 
Authority : Inspector 
Teacher : What local transport? 
Authority : Local Education Authority 
Teacher : I thought he was the new student  
Principle : The new student is a female 
Teacher : Is she? You didn‟t tell me that 
Principle : My apologies Mr. Kenyo, I do assure you that Mr. 
Brown will be severely dealt with 
Authority : I can‟t remember when I last enjoyed myself so 
much 
Principle : I beg your pardon 
Teacher : Enjoyed yourself? 
Authority : You know Miss Courtney, your Mr. Brown is a 
remarkable man  
Teacher : I am? 
Principle : He is? 
Authority : Yes! His teaching methods may be revolutionary 
but they appear to work 
Principle : I‟ve always encouraged my staff to be forward 
thinking 
Authority : I‟ll pass on your comments to the Authority. 
Perhaps they‟ll revise their textbooks. Now if 
you‟ll excuses me, I must put in an appearance at 
the other classes 
Teacher : Very well 
Authority : Keep up the good work, Mr. Brown and thank you 
very much for the coffee 
Principle : I‟ll come with you Mr. Kenyo 
Ali : Blimey you are dropping a clinker 
Teacher : You mean clanger 
Ali : Yes please 
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Teacher : Yes right! Let‟s continue with our lessons. Get 
our your textbooks! I‟m going to give you all a few 
exercises 
Giovanni : Scusi professori sir! I cannot do any exercises 
Teacher : Why not? 
Giovanni : I gottada bad back 
Female : Excuse me! I was looking for… 
Teacher : Ah at last! A pity you didn‟t arrive half an hour 
earlier  
Female : Why? 
Teacher : You might‟ve saved me a great deal of 
embarrassment with a certain African gentleman. 
Yes, he was the inspector but I mistook him for you 
Female : You thought a gentleman was me? 
Teacher : Yes. The silly fool pretended to be a student, 
sit in the back to catch me out. But I saw through 
him 
Female : I gather you think he was a bit stupid 
Teacher : Definitely, thick as a brush 
Female : Was his name Mr. Kenyo? 
Teacher : Yes. Do you know him? 
Female : I should do. I‟ve come to collect him! I‟m his 
wife! 
Ali : Oh blimey yes 
 
Episode 3 
Danielle : Oh Max., can you help me? 
Max : Sure, anything you want 
Danielle : I am in very big trouble 
Max : I will kill him 
Danielle : Who you kill? 
Max : The man who put you in big trouble 
Danielle : There‟s no man 
Max : Dio Gracias 
Danielle : It‟s my homework! I have not finished it 
Max : And I am haven‟t started it 
Danielle : Mr. Brown he is going to be very angry 
Max : Don‟t worry. Giovanni, he‟s gonna fix everything 
Danielle : Yes? 
Giovanni : Buona Serra. Hokkay, who wants the homework? Only 
10 p each 
 !0 p. no peseta 
 Who the next? 
Max : Giovanni, how we know answers right? 
Giovanni : Sure answers right. My landlady‟s little boy 
write them down! He‟s a clever kid 
Principle : Quite please 
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  Where is Mr. Brown? 
Su Lee : Mr. Brown no alived 
Principle : This is too bad! He should be here 
Su Lee : You want I give Mr. Brown a massage? 
Principle : I presume you mean message? 
Su Lee : Collect 
Principle : No Thank you. I shall wait until he arrives. It 
will give me an opportunity to find out how much 
you have learned. Which is precious little I 
suspect? 
Danielle : But Madame, we learned a lot from Mr. Brown 
Students : Yes 
Principle : Quite now! Quite! Quite! Very well! Let‟s see if 
we can find out how much you‟ve learned from Mr. 
Brown. Can anyone give me a sentence containing the 
word… “catalyst”? 
 Come along somebody! Catalyst 
Juan : Por favore senora? 
Principle : Yes 
Juan : In my country Spain, most of the people are Roman 
Catalyst 
Principle : I don‟t believe it 
Giovanni : That‟s not right 
Juan : No? 
Giovanni : Italy is much bigger catalyst country 
Principle : Quite… quite! Sit down! 
Teacher : Quite please! Good evening Miss Courtney 
Principle : It‟s almost good night 
Teacher : I‟m sorry I‟m late. I was detained at paper shop 
Principle : Mr. Brown, I know the times are hard but do you 
have to deliver the newspapers? 
Teacher : Oh no! I‟ve bought them! They are for the 
students as part of their education 
Principle : Well they certainly need some education 
Teacher : Good evening 
Ali : Excuse me please! I am just this moment arriving. 
Excuse me again, I go 
Teacher : What? 
Ali : I come back 
Teacher : Are you moving house? 
Ali : Not at all. I am coming here straight from my 
work 
Teacher : You‟ve got a job? 
Ali : Yes Please. I am travelling salesman! I go round 
knicking the doors 
Teacher : Knocking 
Ali : That is correct 
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Teacher : And what are you selling? 
Ali : Oh blimey, everything. For master or mistress! I 
show you some example. Maybe you‟ll be wanting to 
buy something 
Teacher : No thanks, I don‟t think that‟s my size 
Ali : So sorry please. This case is for the lady people 
only. This case is for the man people! And 
everything very good price. Look this please. You 
not have to be trying it. And also if you are 
dropping soup, you‟ll be whipping it off. It‟s 
jelly good plastic 
Teacher : Yes very ingenious 
Ali : Only one pound 50p! You wanting one? 
Teacher : No thanks 
Ali : I‟m telling you what I‟m doing. To you only one 
pound 
Teacher : I don‟t want one Ali 
Ali : How about ajelly good shirt? Guaranteed one 
hundred percent substandard 
Teacher : No Thanks you 
Max : Ali, you got any socks? 
Ali : Planty socks! Fifty p. only. Plenty woolly 
Teacher : Ali 
Ali : Excuse, I‟m serving 
Max : I have 2 
Ali : Right two! Money, money, money 
 Now tell me! Anybody wanting undertrousers? All 
different colours 
Giovanni : How much? 
Ali : Only fifty p. 
Teacher : Ali please 
Ali : Ah, you are wanting one? 
Teacher : No 
Ali : I‟m finding you very good pair 
 Lovely, lovely, lovely! Red, white and blue. Just 
like Union Jack 
Teacher : Very patriotric, no thank you 
Su Lee : Have you any scarf? 
Ali : Most definitely. For you only one pound! Made in 
Honk Kong 
Su Lee : Hong Kong? I not buy from capatalist state where 
workersare exploited as cheap labour 
Ali : Oh, anyone else is wanting something else? 
Teacher : Ali please! 
Ali : Ah, you are exchanging your mind 
Teacher : No, I‟m not. Put these cases away! This is not 
Petticoat. Just sit down everybody. Taro, sit down. 
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 Now before we do anything else this evening, I want 
to find a monitor 
Giovanni : O.K. You tell us where to look! We find one 
Teacher : Giovanni, a monitor is a person who can take 
charge of the class during my absence. Somebody 
intelligent enough to assume responsibility. On 
second thought, perhaps this is not such a good 
idea after all 
Ali : Please I think I am making good monitor 
Teacher : I think we‟ll alternate have a different one each 
week. It‟ll be good experience for you! Al right, 
Anna we‟ll start with you 
Anna : Danke 
Teacher : Thank you 
Anna : Zank you 
Teacher : If you‟ll hand these round and collect the 
homework 
Anna : Ja 
Teacher : Yes Anna 
Anna : Yes 
Teacher : And from now on, I want to hear no more foreign 
language spoken in the class. From the moment you 
come in here you speak English all the time. Is 
that understood? 
Juan : Por Favor? 
Teacher : Not por favor. Por favor finite! English only 
Juan : It‟s alright 
Teacher : Yes 
Now, have you all got a newspaper? I‟m going to ask 
you each to read a passage from the newspaper. Then 
we‟ll discuss together, O.K? 
Max, you start 
Max  : Hamerican Embassy bugged 
Teacher : No Max, bugg‟d 
Giovanni : Hey, my boss! He all the time say is bugged 
Teacher : That may be so Giovanni but the word we‟re 
dealing with is bugg‟d. Read it again Max correctly 
Max : Hamerican Embassy Buggde 
Teacher : Good! Now does anybody know what that the means? 
 Ah, Taro 
Taro : It means American Embassy full of little insects 
Teacher : No Taro, they‟re not that sort of bugs! Listening 
devices 
 Jamila, can you read anything from your newspaper? 
 Read something! 
Jamila : 8 p. 
Teacher : Yes, that‟s a start 
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 Late again Ranjeet 
Ranjeet : Oh, Mr. Teacher. I‟m apologising most humbly 
Teacher : Perhaps next week, you‟ll try and get here on 
time 
Ranjeet : I‟m thinking next week I am not being here at all 
Teacher : Are you leaving us? 
Ranjeet : I will be joining honorable ancestors 
Teacher : You mean you are going to die? 
Ranjeet : Most definitely. I‟m going to die by my own hand 
Ali : If you are wanting some assistance. I am happy to 
be helping 
Teacher : I thought you didn‟t like Sikhs 
Ali : That is why I am happy to be helping 
Teacher : Alright Ali, this is not a laughing matter. I 
think Ranjeet is serious 
Ranjeet : Most certainly I am 
Teacher : But why are you thinking of killing yourself? 
Ranjeet : I‟m forced to be getting married 
Ali : You randy old chapatti. You are putting some 
innocent lady in the pudding club 
Ranjeet : I am doing nothing of the sort you Muslim twit 
Teacher : All right, that will do! I don‟t understand 
Ranjeet. Why you‟re being forced to get married? 
Ranjeet : According to the Sikh tradition, I was betrothed 
when I was twelve to Surinder. The ten year old 
daughter of the best friend of my father. She was a 
beautiful girl with hair like silk, eyes like black 
diamonds. And a figure like a tender bamboo shoot. 
And now her father is saying it is time for me to 
be marrying her  
Teacher : Well if she‟s got eyes like black diamonds, hair 
like silk. And figure like a tender bamboo shoot, 
what are you complaining about? 
Ranjeet : Blimey that was twenty years ago. Now she is 
putting on so much weight. That from behind she is 
looking like an elephant. As a matter of fact, she 
is looking like elephant from the front also 
Teacher : Can‟t you just tell her that you‟ve changed your 
mind? 
Ranjeet : Not at all! Only a lady can change mind. I am up 
the creek without a puddle 
Teacher : Paddle 
Giovanni : You not do it! It‟s a sin to kill yourself 
Ranjeet : It‟s the only call which is left open to me 
Max : When you do this killing yourself? 
Ranjeet : Tonight 
Giovanni : Can we come and watch? 
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Teacher : This is ridiculous! People don‟t go round killing 
themselves rather than break off an engagement 
Ranjeet : It is not my religion 
Teacher : In that case, why don‟t you marry? 
Ranjeet : That will be worse than killing myself 
Teacher : Go and sit down. We‟ll discuss whether you kill 
yourself or not during the tea break 
Principle : Mr. Brown. There‟s an Indian lady in my office 
who wishes to speak to Mr. Ranjeet Singh 
Ranjeet : Excuse me Missy! This lady, is she resembling an 
elephant? 
Principle : I wouldn‟t exactly put it like that although she 
is rather large 
Ranjeet : Blimey it is surinder 
Teacher  : Ask her to come along here Miss Courtney 
Principle : That‟s very irregular 
Teacher : It is rather important 
Principle  : Very well, but don‟t make a habit of it 
Ranjeet : What are you doing that for? 
Teacher : So that we can talk to her! Perhaps make her see 
reason 
Ranjeet : It is not anyway possible! I keel myself 
Teacher : Put that knife down. Max,Giovanni hold his arms 
Surinder : Where is it? 
Teacher : He‟s not here yet 
Surinder : I am waiting for him in the corridor. He is 
promised to me and I swear by the Holy Guru he is 
having me. 
 (speak India language) 
Ranjeet : Well, what am I telling you? 
Teacher : Yes, I quite see your point about an elephant. 
Still don‟t worry Ranjeet, I‟m sure some elephants 
are very nice. 
Ranjeet : Can I have knife back, please? 
Teacher : Promise you won‟t kill yourself? 
Ranjeet : I promise. Killing my self is not going to help 
me.  
Teacher : That‟s the attitude 
Ranjeet : I have much better idea. I kill her 
All : No! 
Teacher : Ah, you‟re still there? 
Surinder : Yes, I am still here 
Teacher : I really think you ought to go home 
Surinder : No, I wait for Ranjeet. 
Teacher : I don‟t think Ranjeet will be coming tonight 
Surinder : I wait 
Ranjeet : Is she still being out in corridor? 
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Teacher : Yeah, I‟m afraid so Ranjeet. Miss Courtney won‟t 
be very pleased when she finds out about all this 
Ranjeet : Oh dearie me! What am I going to be doing? 
Teacher : Can‟t you just tell her you‟re not going to marry 
her 
Ranjeet : But I am not going to be marrying Mis Courtney 
Teacher : I‟m referring to Surinder 
Ranjeet : Oh, no. If I‟m telling her that, she is surely 
going to kill me 
Giovanni : You said you were gonna kill yourself 
Ranjeet : That is correct 
Taro : Pleaso! In my country when a person commits hara 
kiri. It is custom for besto friend to be presento. 
To chop of heado 
Teacher : To chop of head? 
Taro : I will be very happy to assisto 
Teacher : You will do nothing of the sort. Now please 
everybody, just sit down. 
 You‟re here to learn English! We‟ve learn had 
enough disruption for one night. You should leave 
your personal problems at home! Now please all look 
at your newspaper. 
  Juan, read out a headline! 
Juan : Por favor? 
Teacher : The newspaper 
Juan : Si. Newspaper? 
Teacher : Read something out 
Juan : Increase London rats 
Teacher : London rats? 
Juan : Increase in London rats 
Teacher : Rates 
Juan : Perdon 
Teacher : Anna, your turn 
Anna : Vestern Vorld Velcomes Vind of Change 
Teacher : Vunderfull. Very good 
  Danielle? 
Danielle : Prime minister sold a pup 
Taecher : Good 
  Now that is a very good example of figure of 
speech. Prime minister sold of pup 
  Can you tell me what it means Giovanni? 
Giovanni : He‟s buying a dog 
Teacher : No, It‟s a figure of speech. Let me give you 
another example! Prime minister sold a dummy 
  You know what that means? 
Giovanni : Sure 
Teacher : Did you understand? 
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Giovanni : Yeah. Just one thing I not understand. Does he 
buy the dummy before or after he buy the pup? 
Teacher : He doesn‟t buy anything 
Giovanni : Newspaperman is a big liar 
Teacher : It‟s a figure of speech. I told you it‟s a figure 
of speech it doesn‟t mean what it says 
Su Lee : Typical of Imperial poriticians who distort truth 
and suppress working classes 
Teacher : Thank you 
  Figure of speech is a way of expressing an idea by 
way of contrast of comparison. If you are being 
sold a pup or sold a dummy you are being cheated or 
deceived. In England, we use figures of speech 
quite a lot. For example, we say as quick as 
lighting, as light as a feather, as clean as a 
whistle. As blind as a… Su Lee? 
Su Lee : As brind as a bat 
Teacher : Good. Because bats cannot see 
 Max, as deaf as a… 
Max : Postman 
Teacher : No Max, posts! Because posts cannot hear!  
Max : Neither can my postman 
Teacher : Ali, as sly as a… 
Ali : Sikh 
Teacher : Fox! Ranjeet, as mad as a… 
Ranjeet : Muslim 
Teacher : Hatter! Taro, as drunk as a… 
Taro : Newto 
Teacher : Lord is more correct 
  Jamila, as white as… 
Jamila : You 
Teacher : Snow! Ali, as smooth as… 
Ali : A baby‟s bottoms 
Teacher : Alright, we‟ll break for tea now and continue 
with the newspapers when we come back 
Ranjeet : Please, how am I going to be getting out without 
being observed by the fat one? 
Teacher : That‟s your problem. My problem is to get her off 
the premises before Miss Courtney finds her. 
 Look I really think you ought to go home 
Surinder : Now, I stay 
Principle : What is going on? 
Teacher : What is going on? 
Principle : What is going on? 
Teacher : Yes, I‟m talking to this lady 
Principle : Why is she here? 
Teacher : She‟s talking to me 
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Principle : Why is she sitting in the corridor? 
Teacher : Why is she sitting in the corridor? 
Principle : Must you repeat everything I say? 
  I could have sworn that woman wasn‟t pregnant 
yesterday 
Danielle : You are safe now 
Ranjeet : Thank you Jamila 
Max  : What you do now? 
Ranjeet : Maybe I can jump out of the window 
Giovanni : You‟d be lucky! We‟re on the third floor 
Principle : Mr. Brown, I have feeling that something very 
peculiar is going on 
Teacher : No, no! Everything‟s perfectly all right I can 
assure you 
 Are you going? 
Surinder : Yes. To get a cup of tea 
Ranjeet : Oh blimey, it‟s surinder 
Surinder : That was sounding like my Ranjeet. Where is he 
now? 
Teacher : I told you he‟s not here 
Seller : Excuse me dearie. Are you looking for the darkly 
fellow with a beard and a bandage round his head? 
Surinder : Most definitely 
Seller : He‟s just crawled behind those curtains 
Surinder : Come out Ranjeet. I am knowing you are there. 
  Come out! 
Principle : (screaming) 
 What is the meaning of this? 
Ranjeet : I am noticing windows very dirty so I am cleaning 
them for you. I like very much cleaning windows 
Principle : In the pitch dark? 
 Come in off that window ledge at once 
Ranjeet : Most certainly 
  A thousand apologies 
Surinder : (speak India language) 
Ranjeet : I kill my self 
Teacher : Well, hurry up! Tea break‟s nearly over 
Ranjeet : I am meaning it 
Teacher : Go on 
Ranjeet : I am going to join my ancestors 
Teacher : Don‟t keep them waiting so long 
Ranjeet : Bye bye everybody 
All : Bye 
Ranjeet : I am doing it now 
Teacher : So you keep saying 
Ranjeet : This is it then 
Teacher : Come on hurry up please 
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Ranjeet : Maybe I am having a cup of coffee before I do it 
Teacher : Ranjeet, we all know you‟ve not the slightest 
intention of killing yourself. So put the knife 
away and let‟s discuss this properly 
 Now Surender as I understand it, you and Ranjeet 
here were both betrothed when your were children 
Surinder : Most definitely and now he‟s not wanting to marry 
me 
Teacher : You can‟t get married unless you love each other 
Surinder : It is his duty to be marrying me otherwise I am 
losing my face 
Giovanni : I think she‟s lost it already 
Teacher : You wouldn‟t be happy together. Can‟t you just 
agree to release Ranjeet from his promises? 
Surinder : And what will become of me?  
Teacher : I am sure you‟ll meet somebody else 
Surinder : If I think I would meet another man I most gladly 
release Ranjeet 
Ranjeet : You would? 
Surinder : Most certainly. But who is going to having me 
now? 
Ranjeet : You know Surinder there is something Mr. Brown is 
not telling you 
Surinder : There is? 
Ranjeet : Oh yes indeed, ha has special reason for wanting 
you not to be marrying me 
Teacher : I have? 
Ranjeet : He is wanting to marry you himself 
Surinder : He is wanting to be marrying me? 
Teacher : I am wanting to marry her? 
Surinder : I accept 
--- 
Seller : Ola Mr. Brown 
Teacher : Good evening Gladys 
Seller : When is the happy day then?  
Teacher : There‟s not going to be happy day. It was a 
complete misunderstanding 
Seller : What a pity! I thought you and Surinder made a 
lovely couple 
Teacher : With all due respect, she was a couple on her 
own. 
 Good evening. Now before we start. I checked you 
homework last night. And I have feeling there have 
been some sort of chicanery going on 
Giovanni : We not know what you mean 
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Teacher : Well, Giovanni! I‟ll tell you. Firstly, there‟s 
the fact that five of them are written in the same 
hand 
Giovanni : It‟s a sheer coincidence 
Teacher : And is it also a coincidence that you all 
answered question seven as follows. 
 Question : Explain what is wrong with the 
following sentence. My dogs is in the garden. 
 Answer : I do not have a garden 
Juan : Give me 10 p.  
Danielle : I want my 10 p. back 
Teacher : You will all receive extra homework tonight. And 
please this time make sure you do it yourselves 
Ranjeet : I am apologizing again! But I am delayed by 
Surinder 
Teacher : I thought she‟d agreed to release you from the 
marriage now 
Ranjeet : Yes she has! But her father is coming here to see 
you about your marriage now 
Teacher : Look, there‟s not going to be any wedding I‟ve 
broken it off 
Ali : Oh dearie me! How painful 
Teacher : I‟ve written to Surinder‟s parents explaining 
that I couldn‟t possibly marry their daughter. I 
pointed out the differences between our religious 
and cultural backgrounds. And the fact I have no 
intention of marrying anyone 
 He should‟ve got the letter this morning 
Ranjeet : Oh yes he did. That‟s why he is coming! He is 
hoping to be slicing you into many pieces 
Teacher : Pardon 
Ranjeet : He say you are bringing disgrace on his daughter 
Teacher : Don‟t be ridiculous! This isn‟t Punjab! It‟s 
England, a civilized country. People just don‟t go 
around slicing each other up and I shall tell him 
so 
Surinder F: Where is this illegitimate offspring of a six-
legged camel? 
Teacher :Blimey, I am not knowing where he is. He is not 
here! He has emigrated 
EPISODE 4 – ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT 
Ranjeet : Isn‟t the time we went back to the classroom? 
Max : We okay yet, we wait for Giovanni 
Giovanni : Come on sit down Sid 
 This is Sid the caretaker 
Ranjeet : Most happy to make you acquaintance 
Max : Nice to meet you 
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Giovanni : You want a cup of coffee, Sid? 
 Cup of coffee? 
Sid : No thanks. I wouldn‟t mind a fag though 
Giovanni : Sure, you can have the fag 
  Max, a cigarette for Sid 
Max : Okay 
Sid : That‟s very kind of you 
Giovanni : Sid is gonna talk to us 
Ranjeet : What is he going to be talking about? 
Giovanni : Anything, it‟s to improve our English. Instead of 
us all the time speak to each other, we speak with 
Sid 
Max : I think is very good idea 
Giovanni : What we‟re gonna talk about? 
Sid : You‟ll have to talk up. I‟m a bit Mutt and Jeff 
Max : Excuse me, Who are these Mutt and Jeff? 
Sid : Mutt and Jeff is deaf 
Giovanni : Scuse, what we gonna talk about? 
Sid : I don‟t mind! I‟m just happy to rest my plates of 
meat 
Ranjeet : Excuse please, I‟m not seeing any plates of meat 
Sid : Plates of meet is feet 
Max : Your feet are plates of meet? 
Sid : Yes. It‟s slang you see! It‟s easy if you use 
your Uncle Ned 
Ranjeet : I am not having an uncle Ned  
Sid : Uncle Ned! Your uncle ned? 
Giovanni : Uncle Ned? 
Sid : Yes 
Giovanni : You mean he‟s crazy? 
Sid : No but I think you lot are. I think you‟re taking 
the mick 
Max : No. We are interested in everything you tell us. 
Already you are teaching us words we not learn 
before. Please teach us more 
Sid : Yeah. I‟ll tell you about what happened last 
night 
Ranjeet : Yes please 
Sid : Well, first of all, I had a bit of a bull and a 
cow with the trouble and strife. It was all over 
the dustbin lids. I went down the frog and toad 
into the rub-a-dub and I met my old china plate. He 
looked a bit Uncle Dick so I get him a Jack the 
Dandy and I had a Vera Lynn. One thing led to 
another and we were both Brahms and Liszt. So I 
staggered back home, took off my Dickie dirt and my 
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daisy roots and passed out like a light on the 
apples and pears. 
Ranjeet : Blimey, I think we are better off talking with 
each other 
Teacher : Isn‟t it time you were all back in the classroom? 
Giovanni : Sorry professori, we‟ve just been talking with 
Sid 
Sid : I‟ve just been helping them with their English 
Mr. Brown 
Teacher : That should set them back a few weeks 
Sid : I beg your pardon? 
Teacher : It doesn‟t matter 
Sid : Alright 
Max : We are not understanding a word he‟s saying Mr. 
Brown 
Ranjeet : He‟s telling us about his uncle Dick. Somebody 
called Jack the Dandy and Brahms and Liszt 
Teacher : He was speaking in rhyming slang 
Max : And all the time we think he‟s English 
Teacher : He is English! He‟s what is known as a cockney. 
Rhyming slang is merely using words that rhyme with 
the word you wish to use. For example mince pies 
are eyes 
Max : Plates of meat are feet 
Teacher : Yes 
Giovanni : I understand, Uncle Ned is head 
Teacher : That‟s right 
Ranjeet : And what is Uncle Dick? 
Teacher : I presume that‟s sick 
Giovanni : And Jack and Dandy? 
Teacher : Brandy 
Max : Brahms and Liszt 
Teacher : Drunk 
Giovanni : That‟s not rhyme 
Teacher : It‟s near enough. Come along, we have a lot of 
work to do! Back to the classroom 
Principle : What is going on in here? Where is Mr. Brown? 
Danielle : He will be here any minute! He is coming from the 
tea room 
Principle  : Ten minutes is the normal time to have tea Mr. 
Brown 
Teacher : Yes of course, we were discussing parts of speech 
Principle : Well in future, I‟d be obliged if you‟d do it in 
the class 
Teacher : Certainly! 
Principle : How are your students coming along with their 
English? 
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Teacher : Extremely well 
Principle : Good, I shall stay and listen for a few minutes. 
Don‟t worry I shan‟t interfere. I make it a 
practice to drop on the classes from time to time 
to see what sort of progress is being made 
Teacher : It‟s Beef Stroganoff in the cookery class tonight 
Principle : Are you trying to get rid of me? 
Teacher : No, I just thought you might fancy a bit 
Principle : I don‟t , so will you please begin? 
Teacher : Right, for the rest of this period we‟re going to 
talk about shopping 
Giovanni : I like him, He‟s very good 
Teacher : Pardon? 
Giovanni : Shoppin! I like his Polonaise 
Teacher : Giovanni, that‟s Chopin. He must misheard me 
 We‟re going to talk about shopping, buying things 
 I have here various items which, at some time or 
another you will probably purchase. So I‟m gonna 
hold them up and ask you to identity them. And 
we‟ll see how well you do, alright? 
 Now who shall we start with? Ali. 
Ali : Yes please 
Teacher : What is this? 
Ali : Apple. Lovely jelly good 
Teacher : You‟re not supposed to eat it 
Ali : I am most sorry! I only had a small bite 
Teacher : You might as well finish it now 
 Su Lee, what is this? 
Su Lee : It is olange 
Teacher : Rrrr, rrrr, orange 
Su Lee : Olrange 
Teacher : That‟s better 
Principle : You really must work on those R sounds 
Su Lee : I tly velly hard 
Principle : Try saying “Around the rugged rocks the ragged 
rascal ran” 
Su Lee : Alound luged locks, lagged lascal lan 
Teacher : You‟re gonna have to keep practicing 
 Anna, what this? 
Anna : A paper bag 
Teacher : Yes, but what‟s inside it 
Anna : I don‟t know! I cannot see inside 
Teacher : It‟s flour, you know what flour is? 
Anna : Ja, what you wear at wedding 
Teacher : No, no, no. This isn‟t that kind of flower! This 
is flour to make pastry and bread 
Anna : Veismal 
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Teacher : Yes 
 Jamila? 
Jamila : Yes 
Teacher : What is this? 
Jamila : (speak India language) 
Teacher : I‟m sure you‟re right but what is it in English? 
Jamila : (speak India language) 
Principle : Have you ever heard of carrot? 
Jamila : Carrot? 
Principle : Yes carrot 
Jamila : Horse and carrot 
Principle : Incredible 
Teacher : No, no Jamila. That‟s horse and cart. This is a 
carrot. 
 Who can tell me what these are? 
Danielle : Fish fingers 
Teacher : Good, well done Danielle 
Ali : Excuse please 
Teacher : No Ali, don‟t say it 
Ali : What don‟t I say? 
Teacher : You weren‟t going to say anything about fish not 
having fingers 
Ali : Yes please 
Teacher : Well don‟t bother 
 Max 
Max : Tomato 
Teacher : Good! Taro 
Taro : Potato 
Teacher : Potato 
Taro : Ah so 
Teacher : Giovanni? 
Giovanni : Lime juice 
Teacher : Good. Juan? 
Juan : Cow juice 
Teacher : Milk 
Juan : Si, milk 
Principle : Do you know where we get milk from Juan? 
Juan : Si senora, milkman 
Teacher : Quite please! We get milk from cows. 
Juan : Si cows! Vaca 
Teacher : Ranjeet? 
Ranjeet : Corn flakes 
Teacher : No, oats 
Ranjeet : Oats. So that is oats. My friend who I am working 
with every morning he is telling me last night he 
is having his oats. He is telling me he likes them 
very much 
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Teacher : I‟m sure he does 
 Who can tell me what this is? 
Danielle : Bacon 
Teacher : Good, and where does bacon come from? 
Juan : Milkman 
Teacher : Bacon does not come from the milkman  
Juan : Every week I buy bacon from milkman 
Giovanni : Pig, pig 
Juan : Are you calling me pig? 
 You are a pig you Italian ravioli 
Giovanni : Shut your plates of meat 
Teacher : That‟ll do. What Giovanni was trying to say was 
that bacon comes from a pig 
Juan : It‟s alright 
Principle : Can anyone tell me what we can a pig after it has 
been killed? 
Ali : Yes please, it is dead pig 
Principle : Amazing 
Teacher : No Ali, that‟s pork 
 What is this? Anybody? 
Ranjeet : A tin of meat 
Teacher : Yes, actually it‟s a tin of dog meat.  
Ali : Oh, blimey. You‟re putting dogs in the tins to 
eat 
Principle : I think I‟ve heard enough 
Teacher : They are better than they were 
Principle : They could hardly be worse! 
Teacher : She‟s absolutely right you know! Some of you are 
very behind. I spend a lot of time preparing these 
lessons. And some of you don‟t take them half as 
serious as they should. It‟s time you put your 
shoulders to the wheel 
Ali : What wheel please? 
Teacher : Learning. I think you better stay an extra half 
hour tonight 
Max : It‟s Friday night, I got a date 
Teacher : I don‟t care. I want you to do the exercise on 
page 53, all of them. And you don‟t go until you‟ve 
finish 
Sid : So long 
Seller : I‟ve locked up the tea room Sid 
Sid : Thanks Glad. Fancy a drink Girl? 
Seller : No I want to get home 
Sid : I must have a pint! My throat‟s spitting fevers 
Teacher : What was that? 
Anna : I think it is somebody at the door 
Teacher : Come in. Hello, is anybody there? 
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Seller : Cheerio Sid! See you on Monday 
Sid : Good night Gladys 
-- 
Teacher : It‟s not good. I can‟t get it open 
Max : I know! Why not we smash the door up? 
Teacher : No, no! It‟s worth a try. Alright! Stand back 
everyone 
 Careful of splits 
Max : You haven‟t opened the door 
Teacher : I think I‟ve broken my arm 
Ali : We are all going to die 
Teacher : Don‟t be so dramatic 
Anna : Maybe we shout again 
Teacher : I don‟t think my throat would stand any more 
Giovanni : Hey look! There‟s a man in the street 
All : Help! Help 
Teacher : He won‟t hear us from up here! Wave to him 
Giovanni : He has seen us 
Teacher : Good 
Giovanni : He‟s having back 
Teacher : He obviously thinks we‟re just being friendly 
Giovanni : He‟s gone 
Ali : We are all going to die 
Teacher : Nobody is going to die 
Giovanni : What we need is something to be attracting the 
attention of passer by 
Max : Yes, Danielle should wave from window by herself 
Teacher : It still may not be sufficient to attract enough 
attention 
Max : It would be if she took all her clothes off 
Giovanni : That‟s good idea 
Teacher : No, it‟s not. Now just sit down everybody 
  We‟ll just have to think this one out. There must 
be a simple solution. And if there isn‟t, we‟ll 
just have to wait until somebody misses one of us 
Ranjeet : But what if nobody is missing anybody. We could 
be being stuck here together until Monday morning 
Ali : We are all going to die 
Teacher : Ali, nobody is going to die. Only you is going to 
die  
Ali : Me? 
Teacher : Yes. Because if you say we are all going to die 
once more, I shall strangle you. 
  There are eleven of us here! It is obvious that 
sooner or later, one of us will be missed 
Max : Will you be missed sir? 
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Teacher : Well no, but I live alone in a flat. But for 
example, take Danielle 
Giovanni : I would love to take Danielle 
Teacher : I‟m sure that being an au pair. Your English 
family will miss you when you don‟t return 
Danielle : No, they are away from the weekend 
Teacher : Well Anna, what about your English family? Are 
they away? 
Anna : No 
Teacher : They‟ll obviously be worried! 
Anna : No 
Teacher : No? 
Anna : It is my weekend off. I was spending it with 
Danielle 
Ali : We are all going to die 
Teacher : Ali! Taro, what about you? You‟re married! Won‟t 
your wife miss you? 
Taro : Wife already missing me 
Teacher : There you are 
Taro : Unfortunately, she is with parents in Tokyo 
Teacher : What about you Giovanni? You work in restaurant. 
Surely your employer will miss you 
Giovanni : Sure, he‟s gonna miss me 
Teacher : So presumably, he‟ll do something about it 
Giovanni : Yes, he‟s gonna give me the sack 
Teacher : Somebody‟s bound to miss somebody. And it the 
worst happens, then… don‟t worry we can survive the 
weekend. We‟ve got plenty of food and drink. We‟ll 
just have to keep our spirits up! Try and be 
cheerful. Think of things to do the pass the time 
Giovanni : I tell ajoke 
Teacher : Good idea Giovanni. We‟ll all tell jokes! That 
will help pass the time! Go ahead Giovanni 
Giovanni : Ok, there was this man and he has gangrene in the 
leg 
Teacher : Are you sure this is a funny joke? 
Giovanni : Sure, it‟s very funny. Anyway, he goes into the 
hospital to have the leg chopped off. After the 
operation, when he‟s come back to being conscious. 
He sees the doctor looking very worried! “what‟s 
the matter doctor”, he say. The doctor replies, 
“Senor, I have bad news and I have good news”. So 
the man says “Ok, give me the bad news”. The doctor 
say ”I have chopped off the wrong leg”. Santa 
Maria,the man say, “ What is the good news?” The 
doctor say, “ Your other leg is getting better” 
Teacher : Well, go on 
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Giovanni : That‟s the joke 
Teacher : Very droll 
Giovanni : Another Uncle Ned 
Teacher : Does anybody else got a funny story? 
Ali : Do you know it take two Sikhs to milk one goat? 
Teacher : Two? 
Ali : Yes please. One to be holding the tits and one to 
be lifting the goat up and down 
Ranjeet : And did you know that in Pakistan they have no 
ice. Because the man who is knowing to be making 
ice has emigrated  
Ali : Are you saying all Pakistanis are stupid? 
Ranjeet : No, just you 
Teacher : Sit down! No more racialist jokes please 
 Has anybody else got a funny story? 
Juan : Por favore 
Teacher : A funny story, a joke 
Giovanni : Chista, a chista 
Juan : Si, si 
 (speak Spanish language) 
Teacher : I‟m sure that was extremely hilarious, if only we 
knew what it was about! 
 Taro, what about a Japanese joke in English please 
Taro : Oldo Japanese ploverb say, “Man who seduces girl 
on hillside, not on the levelo” 
Teacher : Very clever 
 Su Lee, what about a sample of Chinese humour? 
Su Lee : In democlatic republic of China, we have no time 
for decadent bourgoise humour 
Teacher : No, I don‟t suppose you do 
 Danielle, what about you? 
Danielle : I have a French joke for you 
Teacher : Good 
Danielle : I tell you about the catholic priest 
Teacher : Yeah that‟s sounds better 
Danielle : Yes? 
Teacher : Come on 
Danielle : Well, there was the priest out walking and 
gendarme come up and say, “Father, come quickly, 
there is a man on the top of the Eiffel Tower and 
he is going to jump” so the father goes to the man 
tower and sees the man, “What are you doing? You 
are mad. Think of your family! Think of your wife!” 
So the man says, “My wife has left me, I have no 
family, So I jumpz”. The priest, he tries one more 
time. So he says, It is a sin against the catholic 
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church. The man says “I am not catholic”. Ok says 
the priest, jump! 
Teacher : Anna, what about a joke? 
Anna : I don‟t know any jokes 
Giovanni : professori, why don‟t you tell us a joke? 
Teacher : All right, I‟ll tell you one I heard at my last 
school. One of the boys was sent home one day and 
his father asked him why he‟d been sent home, he 
refused to tell him. So his father went to see the 
Headmaster. The Headmaster said, “I‟ll tell you why 
your son was sent home”. When the teacher asked him 
who pushed down the Walls of Jericho. He said it 
wasn‟t me. So the father said if he said he didn‟t 
do it then he didn‟t do it.  
Ali : Excuse please 
Teacher : What is the matter Ali? Didn‟t you understand the 
joke? 
Ali : Yes but what I didn‟t understand is who did push 
down the Walls of Jericho? 
Teacher : Anybody else get ajoke? No? What about a sing 
song? 
Ranjeet : I am knowing good English sing song all about 
rolling me over in the clover. 
Teacher : I don‟t think we want that one! Thank you 
  Does anybody know Daisy? 
Giovanni : Is she beautiful? 
Teacher : It‟s a song, Daisy! It goes like this… 
 “Daisy, Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do I‟m 
half crazy, over the love of you” 
Singing together 
Teacher : Excellent! What shall we sing next? 
Danielle : Can‟t we have a rest? 
Teacher : I don‟t know that one, is it French? 
  Oh yes I‟m sorry, Can anyone tell me the exact 
time? 
Anna : Three minutes past eleven 
Teacher : Only 58 hours until Monday morning 
Man 1 : So I said to the wife “you‟re lucky, I‟m still 
living” 
 What‟s up? 
Man 2 : Lord 
Man 1 : What‟s up? 
Man 2 : I must be as drunk as you are. I can see the 
teacher in the school waving at me out of the 
window. It must be worse than I thought. I can see 
him and I don‟t even know him 
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Principle : I hope you haven‟t dragged me down here on a wild 
goose chase. 
Sid : I tell you! I definitely saw them 
Principle : It‟s most inconvenient 
Sid : It‟s not my fault, I lost the front door key 
Principle : Of course, it‟s your fault you silly little man 
Teacher : At last. Miss Courtney how nice to see you 
Principle : I‟m afraid I can‟t return the compliment 
Sid : Come along 
Teacher : Good night 
Sid : I will go and see there‟s nobody else anywhere 
Teacher : I‟m terribly sorry 
Principle : I should hope you are 
Teacher : I hope it hasn‟t inconvenienced you 
Principle : Of course it inconvenienced me. I was quite 
happily curled up in bed with Daphne du Maurier 
Teacher : I am really sorry about this 
Principle : Now whats the matter? 
Teacher : I‟ve left my shopping in the class 
Principle : For heaven‟s sake, hurry up and get it 
 You‟re gonna take all night? 
Teacher : No, no, no 
Principle : Well hurry up 
 Sid! Si, Sidney! 
 We‟re locked in 
Teacher : Now we mustn‟t panic! We can last out until 
Monday morning! Have a carrot. Let‟s have a sing 
song. 
EPISODE 5 – THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE 
Teacher : Good evening everyone 
All  : Good evening 
Ranjeet : Good evening 
Teacher : Good heaven Ranjeet. You‟re actually here on time 
Ranjeet : Yes 
Teacher : Well done. Yes thank you Juan and thank you for 
carrying it. 
Juan : (speak Spanish language) 
Teacher : Yes, thank you very much 
Juan : (speak Spanish language) 
Giovanni : You Spanish creeper 
Juan : You Italian 
Teacher : All right, settle down everyone. We‟ve got a lot 
of work to do tonight 
Ali : Excuse please 
Teacher : Just sit down a minute Ali, will you? 
Ali : No, thank you. I am only coming to tell you I am 
not coming 
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Teacher : Not coming 
Ali : Yes please 
Teacher : You can‟t leave in the middle of a term. I mean 
you were doing quite well! Why go you want to 
leave? 
Ali : Oh blimey, I am coming up on the puddles 
Teacher : Coming up on the puddles? 
Ali : Yes please, the football puddles 
Teacher : The football pools 
Ali : Yes please! I am getting eight scoring draws 
Max : How many draws on the coupons? 
Ali : Only the eight I am getting 
Giovanni : Hey how much you win? 
Ali : Oh blimey, it could be half of a million pounds 
Giovanni : Santa Maria. I‟m very happy for you! Because 
you‟re my best friend 
Max : He‟s also my friend 
Juan : And mine 
Ranjeet : I am the true friend of Ali 
Teacher : You? 
Ranjeet : Bu of course, we are practically bloody brothers 
Teacher : I thought you didn‟t like Muslims  
Ranjeet : I love Muslims. Especially when they are having a 
half million pounds 
Teacher : Well, I don‟t know want to say Ali. I mean I very 
pleased for you of course 
Ali : I am also being very pleased for me 
Teacher : What will you do 
Ali : Oh blimey, I‟m going to bed 
Teacher : To bed? 
Ali : Yes please. With all the money, I‟m not needing 
to be working, so I‟m going to bed 
Teacher : You mean you‟re going to retire 
Ali : Most definitely 
Teacher : You‟re quite sure you‟ve got eight score draws? 
Ali : Oh yes, I got the copy. Here please, the ones I‟m 
ticking off 
Teacher : Ali, I don‟t think you‟re going to retire just 
yet 
Giovanni : He‟s not gotta eight draws? 
Teacher : Oh yes, he‟s gotta eight… he‟s got eight draws 
Ali : Good 
Teacher : But they‟re not on the same line 
Ali : What difference is that making? 
Teacher : It means you haven‟t won anything 
Ali : Nothing at all 
Teacher : Nothing at all 
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Teacher : Now this evening I thought we‟d try some 
practical use of the English language by acting out 
various situations that you might come across in 
real life. 
 Now, we‟ll start with you Taro 
Taro : Aso 
Teacher : Now, you are going to the bank 
Taro : Banko? Yeso 
Teacher : Where are you going? 
Taro : Banko 
Teacher : No, it‟s only a pretend bank 
Taro : Plentendo? 
Teacher : Yes. We‟ll imagine this table is the bank counter 
and I am the bank clerk. And you are a customer and 
you‟re coming to cash a cheque. All right? 
Taro : Okay 
Teacher : Good morning sir 
Taro : It is not good morning time, it iso good night 
time 
Teacher : Yes, it is now! But we are just pretending 
Taro : Aso, carry on 
Teacher : Thank yoo 
Good morning sir 
Taro  : One momento 
Teacher : What is it now? 
Taro  : Are you Barclays or Midlando? 
Teacher : It doesn‟t really matter! Midland if you like 
  Good morning sir 
Taro  : Good bye 
Teacher : Good bye? 
Taro  : Midlando not my banko, Barclays my banko! 
Teacher : All right, it‟s Barclays 
  Good morning sir 
Taro  : Good morning 
Teacher : You wish to cash a cheque? 
Taro  : Yes pleaso 
Teacher : Good! How much? Ten pounds? Twenty? Thirty? 
Taro  : Thirty 
Teacher : And how do you want it? 
Taro  : In money please 
Teacher : Yes but do you want thirty in tens, one or fives 
or what? 
Taro : Can I have thirty fives? 
Teacher : No, that would be 150 pounds 
Taro : Sorry for mistako 
Teacher : Not to worry 
 Thank you Taro! That wasn‟t too bad 
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 Now Ranjeet 
Ranjeet : What is it you are wanting me to do? 
Teacher : You‟re going to doctor 
Ranjeet : What is the nature of my complaint? 
Teacher : Let‟s just say you don‟t feel well 
Ranjeet : But I‟m never feeling better 
Teacher : Pretend you have a cold? 
Ranjeet : Cold what? 
Teacher : Alright, let‟s forget about the cold. Just 
imagine you have a pain 
Ranjeet : Very well sir 
Teacher : Well go on 
Ranjeet : A thousand apologies! I am waiting for you to say 
“next please”. Doctor always says next please 
Teacher : Next please 
Ranjeet : Good morning doctor 
Teacher : Good morning. And what seems to be the trouble?  
Ranjeet : I have terrible pain 
Teacher : Where? 
Ranjeet : In my imagine 
Teacher : You‟re supposed to be pretending it‟s real pain 
Ranjeet : A thousand apologies again 
 I have a real terrible pain 
Teacher : Good 
  Where is this pain? 
RAnjeet : in my foot 
Ali  : His brains are hurting 
--- 
Principle : I see Mr. Brown is not back. What are you doing 
at the moment? 
Su Lee : We are studying our English Glammar 
Principle : Good. And how far have you got? Let me see your 
book 
Max : Giovanni, Miss Courtney would like to see your 
book 
Principle : I want to see your book 
  Thank you 
 “The affairs of a call girl” 
Max : I thought it was about the adventure of a 
telephone operator. Honest 
Principle : A likely story 
 Well, until Mr. Brown returns I shall take the 
class 
Juan : Senora, where are you taking us 
Principle : I‟m not taking you anywhere. I shall ask you a 
few questions on general knowledge 
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 Now first of all, can anybody tell me who said “to 
be or not to be? 
Ranjeet : Please, you just said it 
Principle : Yes, but before I said it, who said it? 
Su Lee : Excuse please 
Principle : Yes 
Su Lee : Chairman Mao 
Principle : It may come as a surprise to you, but other 
people wrote things besides Chairman Mao 
Su Lee : Chairman Mao lite everything 
Principle : He certainly didn‟t lite-write- “to be or not to 
be”! Does anybody know? 
Danielle : William Shakespears 
Principle : Correct 
 Can anybody tell me what the population of England 
is? 
 Miss Shmidt? 
Anna : Ja, English 
Principle : Not any longer 
  However, what I really meant was how many there 
are? 
Anna : I don‟t know I haven‟t counted them 
Principle : Let me ask you to ask a simple question 
 Mr. Nagazumi 
Taro : Aso 
Principle : Can you tell me how many piece there are in a 
pounds? 
Taro : Depend on size of peas 
Principle : I think you‟d better all go back to studying your 
books until Mr. Brown returns. He surely can‟t be 
much longer 
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